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11 	 Gap :'r on account is presented of a theoretical and experi- 
m:ent.:2 	 made in relation to the boundary layer flaw on a 
---.a=tbacl: wing. Particular -Lf .ntics is given to the onset of 
layer instability a.„-: 	 ,..1.ss,-.,ciation with critical values 
f 	 _,ndz.-e.-y flow Reynolds .1c,-bers r,s defined by Owen and Randall 
aspects of the vrobl.%. 
	 considered, each in 2or:!e detail, 
sn. s! me intc;resting results both theoretical and experimental are 
Ye :=.. -isfy the need for tests at Reynolds nun:hers caapatible with 
fZil scale, the experiments were i.)erformed, in fly. ;ht, on a largo 
untwisted, )6(--) s :)1; back half wing mounted as a dorsal 
try =. 
	 ur-ccr f h l 
	 of m 	 Lancaster P
-_%.:-.474), the 
- 1_92 
presented givin details of the measured distributions 
static pressure, chsrdwise loadirzs, and the boundary layer flow, 
the litter 0 extpsivo detail, for 'rig geometric incidences in 
rani.x... 0 - 10 , upper and lv,:cr surfaces, and for test Reynolds 
nuffsorsin the range defined above. 
"276 lominar flow was found to exist on either the upper or lower 
suz.fa.co of the wing for Reynolds numbers at, and in excess of 1.55 x 
106 Der foot thus showing the need for some form of boundary layer 
control to suppress the effects of sweep instability. 
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The experimental progrnume.of work discussed in this report was 
rade possible by a Ministry of Supply Contract (M.o.S. 4/kircraft/ 
9807/CB/Ga). 
The experiments were performed during the early summer of 1956, 
following the design construction and installation of the required 
model and equipment into the aircraft used as test vehicle 
(Lancaster P.A. 4-74e) this work being almost entirely carried out 
at the College of Aeronautics. 
To some extent the prognmnne has been one of a previously untried 
nature, but the qoPlity of the experimental results obtained would 
appear to suggest that the particular methods of test adopted might 
be more fully exploited In the future in order to facilitate aero- -
dynamic investigations and explorations at Reynolds numbers compat-
ible with full scale. 
The author is however arare of the existence of some minor short-
comini-,:s in the details of the techniques employed for the boundary 
lay or explorations, but suggests that those are by no means as 
serious as might at first he supposed. Refinements to these techniques, 
if considered necessary, might follow as logical developments. 
The el7:;orimental programme vs completed in a comparatively short 
len:th of time, this being re-d possible by the enthusiasm and close 
se-Te'It of a n,IMber 	 persr,i. s, all of whom the author would exate- 
r.___. thank, 5-,t,-„3.L consideretions do not permit the presentation of 
a coe_elete list of separately detailed references to all those 
'ter etly and indirectly involved, and in making mention of but a few 
naees the author implies references to all associates. 
The piloting of the aircraft was performed in the main by les. 
Russell and to a lessor extent by 	 Commander C.C.B. McClure, 
1-lee ee,oting skill ,;xhilpitc -by both pilots (assisted by G. Longland, 
' 	 ,Icouretoly reproducing tne 
c:Jr1Z-.:iti, :.ns, at all ti771,:,3 left ni.;J:Ln„L 
aesired, whilst the ready availability of the ai -ocraft and its 
0.7.7..-:171-nt; is to be attributed to Mr. H.T.7 Cover, Chief Aircraft 
rag-' neer, Mr. W. Abbott, Chief aircraft Inspector, and their staff. 
The exTeriments were supervised by Mr.ld,C.Pilson, 	 Senior 
Lecturer in the Department of Flight, on whose experience in the 
field of flight testing the author was allowed at all times freely 
to draw, whilst the laborious task. of reduction of the experimental 
results to the required form was to a large extent performed by 1dr. 
J. ';'alt on, who also flew with the author as en observer. 
The design of the experimental wing and its installation was performed 
by Mr. A. MacDonald, working under the direction of Mr. A.F. Newell, 
Deputy Head of the Department of Aircraft Design. These designs 
received pre-flight approval from the Resident Technical Officer of 
-2- 
kieL,srs. 	 hanchenter. 
Helpful discussions -with members of the staff of the Depoxt  ment of 
Aorodyncmics are also gratefully acimowledged, as is the assistance 
S.1.7.Inghz_-rn. in performing numerical conaputations. 
By close cooperation between all concerned it has been possible to 
perform the experiments as reported and it is hoped that these will 
form the basis for future but more elaborate work of this kind at the 
College of Aeronautics, Cranfield. 
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H..(1!k (cr 
local static pressure 
free stream static pressure 
static pressure coefficient 
Jaing 
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LC = 	
(L denotes lower surface of wing, U denotes upper 
C -C 
P 	 PL PU 	
surface of wing 
Reynolds nuzibcr (particular cases arc separately 
denoted) 
x 	 Secendary flea Reynolds nuamr 
R 
-3-. 
LIST OF n-11301.:3 USZD 
the principal symbols used are li21tca, other synlbols being 
L -2-:_nod as and. Where they occur in the text. 
arthogonal cartesian coordinate system (see para. 
2.2 end fig. 14) 
1, orthogonal cartesian coordinate system 
z2, orthogonal -curvilinear coordinate system 
velocity components in the boundary layer referred 
to xly-,z 
velocity components in the boundary layer referred 
to x r y z 1 ,  
tire, 
 
velocity components in the boundary layer referred_ 
to xa,  yz s 2;f4  
potential flea velocity at the uing surface in the 
plane x,y 
0 	 ) 
- 	 1 1  
etc. 
tontial flew velocityat the wing surface in the 
plane xl yi 
velocity components just outside the boundary layer 
along x,y5s, etc. (suff±3ies denote axcr, of 
referen,-..o 
total local velocity along strennline just outsiJs) 
-Li; boundary layer 
streamline coordinate sytElm (see 	 16) 
2 cos A 
velocity of the undisturbed stream 
shape parameter 
streamline curvature in the plane x2 z2 (y2 = 0) 
f') 	 angle between the streamline and the axis x2  
air density 
v 	 kinematic viscosity 
o 
	
wing chord measured parallel to the undisturbed 
stream 
co 	 wing chord measured normal to wing leading edge 
a 	 geometric incidence of wing 
8 	 boundary layer thickness (absolute physical viue) 
8 
i = 	 I u ) 
	
boundary layer displacement thickness 
52 = 
- 12)4Y 
Boundary layer momentum thickness 
ik
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/ 	 1,1 !-=-haroose of this work 
sT:cut 1r,..ng boundary layer, bo:.:an by W.E. Gray (ref 28) with parLicular 
The reason for and purpose of this work was to further the study of the 
reference to the onset of boundary layer instability, and subsecuent 
i tronsition, and its association with "critical" values of the Reynolds 
number ascribed to the second,lry flow as defined by Owen and Randall 
(ref. 1) 
Since the scale effect is of prime Importance in such a study, the idea 
upon the mid upper fuselage of an Avro Lancaster' laz.VII, the aircraft 
being suitably adapted and mod 	b i fied to accomodate the necessary 
testing of a large model swept back half wing mounted as a dorsal_ fin 
equiument. 
approaching full scale Reynolds nuMbers was exploited, resulting in the 
of constructing the eauipment and conaucting an experiment at something 
By a suitable choice of both experimental equipment and techniques, it 
has been ressible to make an extensive yet rapid exploratory survey cf 
the boundary layer in this way for a number of conditions of Reynolds 
i numbers and incidences, and a number of interesting results so obtained 
are to be e!lsoussed. 
; 1.2.  Ran:L:0 and Extent of the invostiations 
i The experiments were performed on an untapered, untwisted, 450 Swept back 
A half win7 of general dimensions as given in figs. 3 ,3,4_, 	 It 'will be 
;.._ frcm fii;.4. that th.; -,...:1:: was of unconvontionl section, and the 
_2E; fcr this choice of zectioL are discussed in p=a. 2.1. 
The rane of he tests was to inolu6e measurement of the static pressure 
distribution over the model from the position of maximanthiogness to the 
lea-Ling ewe f?r a Reynolds number range of from 0.88 x 10 per foot 
to 1.92 x 10 12er foot, and for a geometric Incidence range of from 
cc= 0  t- a = 10', both upper and lower surfaces boing considered. 
"77er velocity profiles were measured at throe s7anaise ua 
the 	 _• 
- 	 7_rTri_ 	 • 	 1, -1 
o=d El:::7_ending from near to the 	 edge to the position of 
thi.:::ness and for selected values of Re molds number and geometric 
inidence in the ranges 0.88 to 1.92x 10 per foot and a 0°  - 10° 
respectively for both upper and loser surfaces. 
Theoretical consideration is given to the boundary layer flow near to the 
loading edge cf the infinite sheared wing at zero incidence, the steady 
boundary layer flow being calculated using the method of Prandtl (re:CAM 
and Sears (ref. 20) for the spy nwise flag and the Blasius series for the 
cliordwise (normal to the loading edge) flow, the calculations being 
performed on the basis of both the theoretically and experimentally derived 
velocity distribution for the section. Consideration is also given to 
the secondary flow occurring in the boundary .layer of a wedge shaped 
profile using the methods of Hartree (ref.31) and Cooke (ref.32). 
The experimental results quoted give details of the general nature of 
the boundary layer flow found to exist on the wing, and surmarising 
quite generally, show to the further support of already existing evidence 
(refs. 6, 26, 29) that without the application of some form of boundary 
layer control the possibility of maintaining regions of laminar flew of 
any appreciable maiitude on either the upper or lower surface of a swept 
back wing at full scale Reynolds numbers, is remote. 
1.3. Limitations of Present Fork  
The investigation of the flow in the boundary layer on a swept back wing 
by the methods of test with which ve are to be concerned, leads to a number 
of problems which would not arise in the case of similar experiments conduct 
in a wind tunnel. The main difficulties arise from the fact that the boun 
layer is essentially three dimensional in character and strictly speaking 
does not permit the use of techniques established for two dimensional flows 
for its measurement. For a detailed and precise exploration a traversing 
mechanism with at least four degrees of freedom is required, and this need. 
together with the problem of pilot fatigue which is very closely related 
to the satisfactory use of such gear in flight (see para. 3.2.) loads to 
the adoption of more simple methods for measurement. 
Now the number and degree of the simplifications made to the experimental 
techniques will depend upon the general nature of the flow to be investiet, 
end upon the information so required. Hence if we can distinguish two 
types of flow, the one in which three dimensional effects are known to be a 
ft-vet order impertence and vhich definitely requires a three dimensional 
technique for its eLesurement, and the other in which three dimensional 
effects are of lesser significance and which can be measured to a good 
firet approximatien using simplified techniques, then if we concern ourselir 
with the latter we are in a position to make a number of useful measurement 
by methods nhich can be easily simply and rapidly applied in flight experim 
For the work to be discussed it vas observed from wool tuft observations th 
certain reis::r.s on the vrInEa fairly ',ride range of wing incidence .r.* 
(=iMenSiOnal 
1.:=1:3erstmling 	 to 
which the flow directions as indicated by wool tufts could be interpreted 
(ref.9). Consequently it was assumed that techniques for measurement of 
the boundary layer, strictly correct for the two dimensional case only, cot 
be applied in the above regions on the wing and which could be expected to 
yield results accurate to a very good first order approximation. (see pare 
3.2. for further details). 
Such an assumption does however constitute a limitation which must be impo: 
upon the interpretation and validity of the experimental results quoted ant  
the reader should quite clearly understand that taken all in all these rest 
give only a general picture of the boundary layer on the swept back wing. 
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is tsasaible that there were cases in which the effects of transverse 
_il.-7:; assumed greater significance than has here been assigned, but until 
such time as a great deal of effort has been expended in making more 
detailed and accurate measurements, then experimental results such as 
those quoted will be of value with regard to the assessment of the swept 
win; boundary layer. 
▪ far as the theoretical work is concerned so little is lazom of the 
;e1rs.--iour of the aws:pt wing boundary layer that for its calculation re 
may only apply existing theories with some reservation. By means of the 	 1 inds:)endonce Principls, however (ref.4.), calculations of the steady boundary 
lays r flaw over sufficiently short distances of the wing surface can be medo 
usins• existing methods (e.g. ref. 20), and since the effects of secondary 	 I.  
▪ in which -we are interested occur in the nei5-3hbourhood of the leading 
may accordingly take steps leading to results_. of interest. . Such a. 
1)roccdure does lead to approximations, and hence, vv-e must endeavour to make 
sure that these are both reasonably accurate and valid. 
Th-so 	 regard to the interpretation of both the theoretical and experimental 
cuoted the reader shauld suite clesrly understand the limitations and 
assus_ti-ns which it has been fount necessary to impose and rmke an this 
troy ts..s-lt of the problem. They will aecordihzly bo detailed as and when 
ts.sy occur in the text. 
i.4. Cutline of the Gener,l Problem, 
flthou7-h it is some time new since the swept back wing was introduced in 
sivcrsft design, there -is little kneva as yet relating to the characteristics 
2f -!-Isa strictly three dr.? str 	 Loundary layer associated with this type of 
_... , 	 7c can gencralise 	 s2_yirs-7; that althou:h the comessibility drag 
▪ .asss.17anying ths attainment :-)f the critical Each number car be success-
fully delayed by usinL: swing of swept planform, other phenemona are lalown 
to coos which 'affect the boundary layer flow over the wing to such an 
extent that the skin friction and hence profile drag become increased to 
thsdetriment of the law spee.- 1, charsotoristics. By low speed character- 	
. I 
ss do of course make reference to speeds below that range in which 	 . 
cs= -sbility effects must be tsksn into account, speeds which might 
• • L-F 	 : 	 T , , 	 !.)-1  
tr_ss 	 ...r.; 	 s-L.:;,=!.t.. 	 • 7 
-.sr,- a sound. u_n_tsrstas end ss:Dreciation of the nature and mechanics 
of ths flow in the boundary layer on the swept back wing at low speed may be 
obtained then it becomes possible to give consideration to further associated 
problems such as the possibility of using devices incorporating distributed 
or discreetly 
It was the Observations of U.E. Gray (ref. 28) that first brought to light 
the presence of swept wing boundary layer phenomena of a special nature 
and his investigations at full scale Reynolds number sumested that for 
most flight conditions the possibility of maintaining any appreciable areas 
of laminar flow upon the upper surface of a swept back wing might be more 
xi 
• 
applied boundary layer suction, for its improvement. 
. 
U 	 I.' .
,e 
than somewhat remote. Gray's observations (ref.33) of the striations 
occurring in the laminar boundary layer above certain values of Reynolds 
number (subsequently to become termed critical Reynolds numbers) were to 
provide in subsequent years en experimentally determined basis for more 
elaborate studies of the flow problems of the three dimensional boundary 
layer with special reference to its stability. The trend in this direction 
was towards a theoretical investigation of the effect of small perturbations 
of the type u(x, y, z) 	 ,(where h is in general complex and dependent on 
time upon the equations of motion for steady flow in the three dimensional 
boundary layer. These investigations performed. by Owen and Randall and by 
Stuart (refs. 16, 17.) have quite clearly shown that under certain conditions 
of the flow just outside the boundary layer we can expect the development of 
systems cf vortices, (of a type similar to that considered by Gortler,in a 
study of the boundary layer flow over a concave surface), within the boundflry 
layer itself, which, for certain external flow conditions tend to result in a 
drastic change over from laminar to turbulent flaw occurring. The vortex 
formation to be expected differs from the usual GertIeorformation in that the 
rotation of the flow about each vortex axis, is in the same sense (ref. 17) as 
compered with the apposite rotation of adjacent vortices which occur in the 
flow ever concave surfaces. 
The alignment of the axes of the vortices is such that they are very nearly 
parallel to the stream lines at the outer edge cf the boundary layer and 
trail downstream as shown in fig.16a. It is due to the presence of such a 
system of vortices that striations may be observed in the surface pattern on 
a swept wing when making liquid film studies of the boundary layer flew the 
spacing of the striations correspendi/v1 to the spacing of the vortices or more 
particularly to one dIsturbance wavelength (ref. 17.). 
The theoretical studies of Steart and &wen end Randall showed that whilst 
for steady boundary layer flow in three dimensions the independence principle 
may be applied, in the case of the disturbed flow there is no longer an 
independence of the main and spanwise flows and the study of the disturbances 
resolves itself into an (Arlen value problem for the compounded...motion. 
Following the initiation cf these preliminary ideas en the cause and effect 
of Fweet wire bounery laver Itlt,01-111 21ty a rrirriber of experiments have,. 17:esn 
e.e• 	 6, 29). 	 Thesta - 
r. 
 -11:fr2i.:7.n of c.1.c,t, vaiuL: but pc:rha.pz. the 11.1,zzz 
feature of all was the surprising result, obtained from both theoretical and 
excerimental consideration, (e.g. ref. 29) that an increase of incidence or 
Reynolds number, the latter to beyond values Rerit, ie accompanied by 
boundary layer instability of considerable intensity giving rise to rapid 
forward movements of the transition fronts on the lower surface of a swept 
back wlng. Similar results in flight experiments were also observed by 
Lllen and Burrows (ref. 26.), 
with regard to the flow conditions on the lower surface, the forward 
movement of the transition fronts occurring with increase of incidence is 
of course contrary to what would normally be expected for wings of zero sweep 
414
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on 1-4-rich favourable pressure Lradients existed, and it is he= th-t the 
true significance of the possible consequences of a throo eLLmenzional 
boundary layer flow is illustrated. That such a Ihencr,enon 
In the presence of favourable pressure cradients also FiVe5 sc=e i `lam cf  
the magnitude of the destabilising influence. 
th:. 
CV Th.::: v.r1n7 as it 11:z fr, 	 • 
the curvuture of the stream 	 just outside the Lo=clary layer is 1=:e. 
If we resolve the steady boundary layer floa into components along and normal 
to this streamline, 77e -rind that whilst the companent distribution of velocitv 
along the streamline is well ordered, the component distribution normal to the 
streamline contains a point of inflexion (sr-JP fifz..16.) the velocity of this 
secondary flow reaching a mr_u-rimum at some fractian (i.e. z/8 < I 	 ) of 
boundary layer thickness ft em the ring surface, Owen aTil 1Tianiall have -7:_ut 
foruard sound physical arguments for the ex7,stence of this ty.7.e 
have been strongly sUbstantiated 
Thus given the existence cf such flow conditins we are further led to supi:ose 
(e.g. ref. 30 that since this secondary flow profile contairls peint cf 
inflexion then for values of secondary flow Reynolds 1.1=1.1or xa-sc,ve the 
critical it is inherently unstable to the effect of 	 distur'cf, such 
a 
 
supposition following an naturally from a study of the flo7,- in 
We can therefore argue to show that since the secondary flew rrofile de71,on.s 
upon the local streamline curvature, (just outside t%o beundarY laycr) _end the 
magnitude of the local velocity, it in turn depends upon the distration of 
velocity along the span and along the chord (normal to the leaing edge) which 
again and in themselves depend upon the nose radius of curvature and upon the 
angle of sweep. 
Since due to the magpitude of the secondary fluor Reynolds nurrner recuired 
for instability to occur, the general effect on the swept viino boundary layer 
is one of full scale then it is only by systematic tests at semothing 
approaching or even at full scale (e.g. Gray's exneriments) that we can ho72 
to obtain further experimental information to make for a bettor understanding 
of the behaviour of the swept wing boundary layer, and it uas thus to this end 
that the experiment to be discussed was c7.irected. 
1.5. Final Introductory note. 
The work presented is essentially divided into two sections: one devoted to 
a theoretical discussion of the problem, the other to experimor_tal 
considerations etc. In general, cnly results are cueted in the text, the 
details of their derivation being rele(7,ted to appendices to which attention 
is drawl], as and there necessary, 
= 
2 
4 
j 4 
i. 
3
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2. Theoretical Censideratiens. 
2.1. 	 Choice of 'ann Section. 
The three dimensional boundary layer.instelility phenomena in thich we 
are interested requires a study of the flow over and near to the leading 
edge of the wing at something in the region of full scale Reynolds numbers 
for an understanding of its essential details. Consequently if we sunnose 
that vie can simulate the flow conditions in this region by using a represen-
tative or effective wing section having a foreshortened trailing edge without 
so incurring any undesirable effects in the general flow over the win;:i, then 
ideally we need only concern ourselves with the flow over the forward portion 
of such a representative firing (i.e. from the position of maxima a thickness to 
the leading edge) in making our study of the boundary layer. Moreover, whan.  
considered in the absence of sweep instability, the boundary layer flow 
characteristics depend upon the Reynolds number referred to the aistance from 
the stagnation point (two dimensional case) or line (three dimensional case) 
to the plane considered, and so in attempting to reduce the effects of scale 
to a minimum we endeavour to construct our test model with the larnest pcssibl 
dimensions consistent with the experimental facilities available. 
The aerofoil section chosen for this experimental v,ork is shown in fiE.4. and 
was intended to form a compromise betneen the above two factors. It was made 
up of two semi ellipses, one of which constituted a faired or foreshortened 
trailing edge, the other correspondin„; to the lending edge portion of n105" 
thickness to chord ratio aerofoil of some 130" chord (measured in the free 
	
11 	
strefo. direction). This 1(Z thickness to chord ratio, 130" cherq neroftil 
we s'c-,11 subsconently roj'er to as the "effective" section since it wns tonarfn 
this section that the representation, by double ellipse and partial 	 noo 
directed. The wing section used we shall refer to as the "actual" section. 
.m0 
	
njr 	 By the use of a foreshortened or faire trailing edge the maximum test 
Reynolds NUmLer, bnsea on the lon:-70h between the leading edge and the positier 
of maximum thicknnss (which for wings of conventional section cerresnnnds to 
the distnnce to 	 st_ction at nern innidnnne) mo.y be obtnined for a win 
• 11 	 Z1. 	 . 1:: 	 _ 7 	 n".1 	 h.1_13 
design. load limitations and also iron the point of vice/ of aircraft handling 
in flight. 
It might be argued that in using what really amounts to a "bluff" trailing 
edge some difficulties might be encountered duo to wake instability, but 
as we shall see later, experimental evidence has shown (pnrn.764.) that for 
this particular wing no trace of such a flow condition cou.D1 -te detected. 
It is evident both from the present series of tests and from previous work 
of a more qpnlitative nature (ref. 26.) on a sweptback wing of similar 
section, that this supposed representation of an effective section constitute 
an erroneous argument as far as the simulation of flow conditions is concorne 
This we shall show later by recourse to both theory and oxperiment. 
1 
— 11 — 
kt the sr= time however, it does not mean that the eTperimentod results 
cbtainod are irricaic-;JvLed. 	 It sizzdy means that the results quoted Enny 
be compared, with reservation as dictated by oil-cur:stance, to those for 
-.7inE,7s on which similar distributions of pressure )1-v.7 be found to exist 
in the regions considered. 
r.1 
I'or both the theoretical and experimental work it is convenient to use 
three orthoconal co-or2_inate systems of reference, these being as shot 
in fig.14. The system x, y, z, has its origin at a point along the 
chord line corresponding; to the ',Dosition of maximum thickness of the wing 
end the axis x is along the direction of the -undisturbed stream. The 
axis z is normal to x and lies in the piano of symmetry of the wing sccticn, 
r_na is orthogonal with x and z. 
The second system of axes, 1 ,yt , z f , 	 the 	 along the direction 
of the wins chord normal to the lea :fig ed:.re anal its origin coincident with 
that for x, y, z : 	 zand y are orthogonal with x as before. 
' 
To describe the boundary layer flow wo shall recfaire an orthogonal curviliii= 
system of axes X2 , y2 , z2 ; the rocis x2 having its origin on the stagnetien line  
o_t the loading czi,.;c: of the ti =i2v7 and following the contour of the TrillE surf ,%ce 
in a 1::•11?ne normal to the ledin,?: edge. 
	
The axis na will be taken pf.-,rallol to  
the leading edge and lies in the plane of the 	 surface whilst y2 is 
orthogonal with x2  and z 2 ,, 
Components of velocity etc. referred to in one or other of the above systems 
of axes will unless otherwise defined bear the same suffix as the• axes to which 
they may be referred. 
The physical visualisation of these systems of axes in relation to the wing 
is simplified by reference to two planes (plane x y and plane j ) these being 
as shown in fig.14. 
2.3. 
 Theoretical Distributions of vcaocity and Pressure for the S':e7it  
back 	  
To facilitate the study of tho bounda-ry layer flow and to make compariLon 
between the results of theory and experiment no require to know the distributions 
of velocity and static pressure over the swept back half wing. If this 
recuirement is restricted to the zero incidence and hence zero circulation 
(synnotrical section) case then it is possible to rank the neoessary calculations 
to a sufficiently high degree of accuracy by considering the 'wing to be of 
infinite span and representinr-, the section thickness by a system of sources 
distributed along the chord line. In this way the pertrbation potential 
takes the form:- 
- 12 - 
T .E . 
I f2gr 
	 0_' (_-;) in (7  - E) 
	 7 *1 
L.E. 
- in which the total source strength along an elementary length dx is 
given. by c3-' (x) dx. For the 1,:ing of infinite span shearedby an 
angle A and havini; the "acturd" section of fig.15. it can be shown 
(sec appendix II.) that the velocity distribution is given by an equation 
of the form:- 
where 
jVo' 	 sinA 
q (x,y)  
o - 	
/ 0 )2 (2.3.2) 
2i (xis yi ,) = 	 [ Cos A + 1°- 17. VR 	
xi 1 2 
x 	 i 
soch 
LI" 	 ) 
(2.3.3) 
and the pressure ceefficient by: 
C (x,Y) 1 cl(x'Y)S 
	
(2.3.0 
- in 1,-,laich expressions tho co-ordinates are as defined in para. 2.2 and 
Shown in figs. i4 md 15. 
Ar 	 account 1.--zlatinf7  tu thu derivrtion uf the above exDressions 
"efi'lact:;_ve" section (fi..11;) r  
para.2.1. is also considered in alrlpen6dx II 
The pressure distribution calculated from (2.3.4.) is shown in fig.17. where 
it is compared with that calculated for the "effective" section the marked 
differences in the two distributions being very evident. 
Tie may at once deduce that provided good agreement is to be obtained between 
the calculated (e.g. 2.3.4.) and measured distributions of static pressure 
for the actual wirg section then we should no longer concern ourselves with 
the idea of an effective section as discussed in para. 2.1. i s we sh all see:  
this is subsequently confirmed. 
•.. 
II.;IF  
2.;i. The Potential Flow areas:dine. Over the  Ir f rite Sher:red  
For the sheared wing at incidence the components of the free stream 
velocity U parallel to and normal to the leading edge are respeQtively 
(ref. 5):- 
U
o 
a & cossin 
	
and U 	 cost acos2A+sin2 a I 0 	
(2.4.1) 
where the true wing incidence is riven by: 
	
Q 	 -ban-1  (tan a sec A ). 	 (2.4.2) 
For sufficiently small values of incidence a, (2.4,1) and (2.2. 2) 
reduce to 
U sin& 
U
o 
cosA, 
p asocA, (2.4.3) 
the effect of the wing thickness distribution is to cause the 
flew velocity along the wing surface in a direction normal to the 
leading edge to vary with cherd7,,ise position, whilst the spr_Inwise 
corponont remains constant since the wino- surface in this case is 
surface_ 	 Hence, .u.sinz, the orthogonal curvilinear co-ordinate 
y2 z2 (fi4,14.) as a fr -unc 	 referonoc, for any stroamline 
in -ootial flow we have 
dz 	 TT 
o 2 
dx - IT7 x ) 
2 	 2 ‘ a 
i'',. 	 -, 
zir.7-7: the stronnlino- lles *71:e1.1,, -11. the pl,..ne x .7,-, 1„..,... the 772;n0- a 2 
Z 	 pro 	 dx 
-x 
2 
2
(
2 
) 	 2 
•-• .there c is an arbitrary constant of integration depending on the 
sn(:a-zwis,:.-  position of the streamline. 
If we now define the non dimensional velocity Qz as 
Q 6 II2  (x2  ) S 
U
o
COSA 
(2.4.4) 
(2.4.5) 
(2.4.6) 
then (2.4.4.) t'-.1:7es the form: - 
CIZ 2 
aX 
 
tan 
 
together with 	 d2z • 	 - tan A 
	
civa 
 2 
(2.4.7.) 
 
	
dx2 	 C.? 2 dx 
	
2 	 2 	 2 
 
1 
1 	
I 	 - Q tan A 
2 	 C1C-:,) 
I 	
— 2 
° 	
3 . 	
. 
Ca: 
1 	
[ 2 
+ t^tri 2 A 1 / 2 	 a 
g 
I is relatively love for regions clo.:-.:o to the staDlatien line at
dx 2 
 
1 	 the le _•_clials- ed,go, the strofmlinc curvature will also be 1.72.-..ge in that f 
4 	 region (ref.17.). 	 That this is true for the .:-,-,.-el-A back wine: under 
CI 	 censiderati -1. on - y be seen free. an in spc:ction off:i..20 a-n .;s. 	 d 2:_-qa., the 
i 	
Curve shoval in fii7.20 being derived by acting that if 0 is \ the 1.-2V:7,10 
between my stro=lline 	 a and the ::is x , then from (2.4.4. ) 2 
- so that for the curvature of the stremline we obt2..in 
(2.4.8.) 
T t 
ac-.1 
can be seen from (2.4.8) that, since the velocity gradient 	 2 
(2.4.9) 
1 
The significance of this streamline curvature in relation to the boundary 
layer fletir is. one of major j.r.-rport:_-_-ac:: for it ,Fives rise to the secondary 
flow with -v,ihich we have learned (refs. 16 aid 	 to associate the phenomrz,.-na 
swee-o 
the 1.-,x7....rnL 
The stre::•.mline just outside the boundary layer we choose to reE;ard as a 8•:_ ,^ 
to wl-dcth  the f lour in the boundary layer nay be referred. It is, to a very 
close approation, curved accorcTing to the relationship (2.4..) and it ±5 
cc.- nvenient to set up a right ani,led I.D12,nar co-ordinate system E 	 ,=;.-; 
its origin at any arbitrarily chosen position on the streamline as shovn in 
Fig.16. If the total local velocity along the streamline is ci then together 
* ',Tote here that we may with sufficient accuracy associate the potential flow 
streamline with the streamline in viscous flow just external to the boundr..a7 
yer. 
Y or:Lt. U 0 ca 5 
x 	 the 	 i'&11-.-lber referred to the secondary flovr end • 
the fern - 
x
Ira x 
v 	 I 
Nr4  
(2.5.3) 
fleduIus beins taken since w„. is in general negative with respect to the 
co-ordinates 	 , 	 , of Fig.16. 
• 
lculL tt,g1 frcr,i. (2.21-9 , 
	 i•-.1.:y write 
	
It = 
uE  = 172 
	
u 
— sin 0 + — 2 cos' 0 - 
a 	 ri 	 rt „. 
] 
-0 	 s 
	
w 	 u 
	
1 = 2 	 2 
— 	 cos 
 
qs  
	
-s 	 qs 
in 7,11ich u8 land 41are the coupozients of the steady boundary layer 
flcr.-., --c.elve....d dons. and noria:_-.1 to the L•t--ecrilinc.: respectively, end u2 
CZ-2.-1 7:2 are the eenponents of the stcaly boundar:v- layer flow referred 
res,:y..-..ctivoly to the cies x, Z , and thich may be calculated from equation 2 	 2 
t 	 ) 
Ftt..:-rt (Ref. 23) and are- . 	 (Ref. 17) have independently she../-n 
L',-f-r-• velocity aistribution c1-- x•-•.;_-.terice...0. by u yields a• 
t -file 	 the -..zsu.:•.1 fora, whilst thr2t slyer' by(:.,•'ecenelary flew) . 41  
7-.)/int  of ini'lexion, the too profile forms bc:inE illusia•f....ted. in -.1_137.16. 
of tlk 'T/ profile with 	 deiclepod 
-.7ith 	 inho-.7•:n.t 	 Li.:_;tability formed the basic for 
	
L. tia-ee 	 flo,./ of this hind 
c:ut for a (r.i..z:fs. 23 and 17). 	 Itapi?-...ars that 	 can conveniently 
cr.:set of the inflexio-.-ial instz-.,:bility of the sccond.La7 flag to the 
conditions by an e-.0-,,orc..1.ssion of the fern - 
( 2.5 .1 ) 
- 16- 
With the onset of this type of instability, a system of vortices is 
formed, in the outer region of the boundary layer, which trail 
approximately downstream from the disturbance origin and the effect 
of their growth is to lead to an ultimate breakdown of the flow into 
turbulence. The axes have discreet spacing corresponding approx-
imately to one disturbance wave length (ref.17) and are so aligned 
as to be very nearly earallel to the external stream lines. 
Experimental observations of the initial formation of striations in 
the laminar boundary layer using the liquid fame' china clay tech-
nique, (e.g. ref. 6) and the association of these striations with the 
vortex formations referred to above have led to the possibility of 
fixing a value for N in equation (2.5.3) (see ref. 34). On the 
supposition that the initial appearance of the striations coincides 
approximately with the initial formation of the vortices, it has been 
suggested that N lies somewhere in the region of 100 - 150 which is of 
the same order of magnitude as that found in the case of a laminar wake. 
Thus from a knowledge of the distribution of x over the surface of the 
wing under consideration, it would appear possible to estimate the 
Reynolds number Rcrit referred to the external floe above which laminar 
flow may be expected to break down. 
The restriction imposed at present on the use of such an empirically 
derived relationship is the lack of evidence available with regard 
to its generality. Furthermore, the evidence obtained from the present 
experiments does not permit an attempt to give confirmation to the above 
chosen value for N since the techniques recuired to illustrate the 
eresence of the striations were not and could not readily be employed. 
From a knowledge of the extent of laminar flow observed, together with 
the external flow Reynolds nuMber, we are, however, in a position to 
infer both an upper ane lower bound to the value of N as we shall see 
later, (para 7.(,) 
phihree Dimensional Douneary Layer 
2.6.1 
e- e 
General Notes 
The aifficulties to be encountered in attempting a calculation of three 
dimensional boundary layers cannot readily be surmounted because, since 
so little is accurately known of their behaviour, any approximations 
made must inevitably be associated with some degree of uncertainty. As 
far as the yawed cylinder and the sheared wing of infinite s-pan is 
concerned, it has been suggested (ref.4) that since the equations of 
motion for the boundary layer flow show no interdependence between the 
chord wise and spanwise component expressions,then we may calculate the 
=Indary layer giving sepfl_ratc consideration to each component flow. 
,s to how the actual calculations are performed is a question of 
choice in relation to the degree of accuracy required together with 
:sethods available, but it is nevertheless usual to encounter * 
severe restrictions in applydng more exact methods to the problem. 
.Frandt1,-Sears and Cooke (refs. 19, 20 and 32) have given consid-
eration to the equations for three dimensional laminar bound-ry layer 
flew and the calculations due to Scars (which were later extended by 
Gentler, Ref. 10) have facilitated the application of a solution by 
7ethod of series. This- latter method received a thorough treatment 
by Hewarth (ref. 7) for the two dimensional case and the extension to 
three dimensional flow is for convenience summarised in Appendix III. 
In practice we find that to apply this method to the
- calculation of 
the three dimensional swept wing boundary layer, the problem reduces 
to one of =ressing the velocity normal to the leading edge as a 
power series in the arc length from the stagnation line, the form 
being 
U (7 ) 2 	 -2 ri 1 
2.i. 
.n= 012 
	 m , ,.." 2 
- the u.-=per b.:;_n7.1 in the au:mo.tion occurring by virtue of the at 
restricted range of t21.111E,tel functions f(71) and g(n) (see 
.-7.enaix III) necessary for the calculation of the required flow 
c=17ononts. 
Zithough a nurr of flow configurations exist which can be accurate- 
"4 	 1:7 -_..:crib d. by putting 0 4 m 4 14_, the type of velocity distribution 
* The supposition that the principle of independence is true 
can only be asserted for the steady flow case as is shown. by Stuart 
(ref.16) who has studied the equations of motion for disturbed flow. 
2 	 z 1 in lc- 	 (3.e. swept: wing, lc,7 incidence 
- 3 r1-7 
	 -1 	 'n 
_ 	 1 -croceed for a;iy -1.1=11)Ci„,,L.t.Q distance frem the stag- 
- --;c-,n line, and the Siff icuies (both analytical and numerical) 
t 	 I 
If 
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become more serious as the thickness to chord ratio is decreased. 
However, if we restrict ourselves to a consideration of relatively 
short distances from the stagnation line, then the calculations not 
only 	 possible but can in fact be made quite simple. In 
passing we may note that the extension of the Von Karman-Pohlhausen 
approximate two dimensional solution to the three dimensional case 
has been performed by 'aid (ref. 35) and Rott and Crabtree (Ref.36) 
have sham that the calculation of the laminar boundary layer to an 
adequate degree of accuracy may be accordingly simplified. We 
shall not however concern ourselves with a discussion of these methods 
here. 
For the present work two methods of calculating the laminar boundory 
layer over the leading edge of the swept wing were tried which we 
shall now discuss. 
2.6.2. The Boundary Layer at the leading edge of the Swept Back Wing. 
For an. enquiry into the nature of the secondary flow occurring near to 
t1-.0 leading edge of the swept back wing at zero incidence used in the 
present experiments tie refer first to the measured and calculated 
eistributions of velocity, between Which there is excellent agreement 
(see Fig.19). Ideally we require to calculate the boundary layer 
over an extensive region of the wing, but the shape of the velocity 
distribution (Fir.19) does not lend itself to expression as a series 
having un.,11 	 We 
can however, represent the distribution over the leading edge very 
accurately by an expression of the form 
n,o 
A 	 x 2n+1 	 rx 	 • I r  1 + 	 ( 4) :C5 2 ni-1 	 2 	 ..... 	 ) 
	
- 5 	 ( 5 	 2 	 120 	 2 
-19- 
(zac 2_3.12) for o s x
2 < 2.5 (whore x2 is in dimensional form (inches) 
si:,:ce we are considering a particular caso) and hence proceed to a 
calculation of the boundary layer by the method of series. The chosen 
procedure is viven adequate discussion in. Lppondix III. 
Resolution of the calcuIlted chordwise and sp,1,./wrise boundary layer 
velocity components on to the co-ordinate system 
	 of the 
external streamline (FiE.16) yields the primary and sccond=y distributions 
shown (10i8.21) and in this case the secondary flow Reynolds number is 
qs n6 
R 
I 5 Vo
a 
cos A 
(2.6.) 
in which a = qs 	 anduhere,is the value of T/ chosen to 
-s _ , 	 7/0  LT0  
resent the I.eundDry layer thickness. 
	 In this case it is can- 
ventnt to take the value of 77 corresponding to u, ,. 0.99 thus i 
ref, Ting the secondy flow Poynolds nun4ler to a "physical profile 
It would no doubt prove more suit' a
-do to choose values for 
4 
11 o:-rosponding to the boundary layer displacement or momentum 
thie.lmess along the stre-mlina since these quantities arc more 
readily defined precisely. However, as stated above, the choice 
n.-.ime for convenience, and the resulting distribution of x/ 
e R2 
iF 	 in 
-2.eferring again to fiL.19. it can be seen that to the exclusion of 
rezions in the immediate vicinity of the lea0ing edge an approxi-
-rately similar velocity distribution to that existing over the 
for=e? part of the king is represented by on expression of the 
form 
Q = A x 
2 i 2 
-20- 
for which the boundary layer maybe readily calculated following the 
methods of Hartree (ref.31.) and Cooke (ref.32), (see Appendix IV 
for details). 
kind describes 
a wedge shaped 
is given by p 
hence does not 
tlore particularly a velocity distribution of this 
the flow in the neighbourhood of the leading edge of 
profile (for which in the plane A, the wedge angle 
2m , and the nose radius is vanishingly mmall) and 
m1-1 
strictly bear any relation to the present work as far 
as the experiments are concerned but is nevertheless an interesting 
example worthy of some consideration from a theoretical point of view. 
We use it here together with the results of para. 2.6.2. to illustrate 
(para. 2.7.) the effects of nose radius upon the secondary flaw for 
regions very close to the leading edge. 
The calculations (performed as outlined in Appendix IV yield the 
velocity distributions shown in fig.22., whilst the Reynolds numbers 
for the secondary flow (fig.2)) are given by: 
X 	
14:1'' 
-A = 	 max .ct, 	
7/ 
5n 
	
. 
x2) 
NI 2-4-1— 
cq PU:( 
2 
(2.6.2) 
2.7, Secondary Flow Velocity and Associated. Reynolds Numbers. 
th 7; v 	 thc; sun= 
flow velc;.citis asscc:at 	 the twe types of extclrnal 
considered, exhibit very different properties in the neighbourhood 
of the leading edge, as was expected. The results clearly show 
the important influence of the absolute magnitude of the leading edge 
nose radius upon the maximum velocity attnined in the secondary flow 
and its corresponding influence upon the profile Reynold's Numbers. 
Illustration of this effect in relation to the velocity along the 
ent=nal stre=line is fa3iliat,::d by reference to the curves shown in 
7r=m the calcutions made for the boundary layer flow over the wing 
leading edge (according to the method of pax 2.6.2) it maybe seen 
( x 
th
)
7-t ':'le secondary flow 	 value :—.1
112 
Reynolds NuMber reaches a peak  	 = 
0.0485 at a short distance from the stagnation lino, this  
trend agreeing qualitatively with that given by the calculations of 
Gwen and Randall (ref.17.). 
The calculations do not unfortunately give any definite indication of 
x 
the behaviour of 73"  for regions further downstream than those 
R2  
considerec::. To obtain such information using the more exact =thefts 
of=ndary layer theory would involve a stop by stop integration 
starting from some chosen calculated velocity profiletfrom thence 
Ir:ceeding the requisite distance dor. stream. However, on the 
ass=ntion th,:t the peak shov,n (fir. 24) ropresonts the marKL-Lum value 
7..:t- ined by x./ 1- ' then following Owen and Randall (ref .17) the condition R2   
-- instability to occur in the secondary flow may be written as: 
= 
R 	 R1T  
crit. 
7'th xmc'x 	 0.0485 from the calculc.tions. 
= 
(2.7.1) 
n=in:Inc7 •!..c T.', 771-1(1-i) noib zor ( R ._ = \ cr.[ 
in7t, 	 :I' :=cndar:: fl .7: 
instability is apparent, N can be fixed. 
2.8. Secondary Flow: General  Notes  
The calculation of the boundary layer by the method of para.2.6.2. 
yields an accurate representation of the flow conditions occurring 
over a short distance from the stagnation line. It has shown the 
principal effects of the secondary flow to be confined well within 
the region considered, thus rendering them readily calculable. 
Furthermore, since the distribution of x 1- is accurately known with 
regard to distract?, along the wing surface then the regions in vthich 
some form of boundary layer control should be applied to suppress the 
secondary floe instability arc correspondingly well defined. 
The calculations for the wedge profile suggest that, since for the 
case considered 	 increases continuously with increase in x 2 
then a detailed study of secondary flaw instability together with the 
subsequent vortex formation in its relation to the Reynolds number of 
the externra otream, 	 possibl 
3 
0.
 44
1 
j 
Faer-P.aitriLl?,NTI.L CONSTITETIV.TIONS. 
5.1. Suitable Testllethcds  
In para.1.4. we have made reference to the fact that the study of the three 
dimensional bounr'elry layer occurring on a swept back wing is one in which 
the effects of scale are of great sigmificance and it was pointed out that 
the needs were, therefore, for experiments enquiring into the nature of this 
flow to be conducted at something approaching full scale Reynolds NUMbers. 
To achieve this object we can proceed in one of two ways; we con choose 
either to perform our tests using a very large wind tunnel or by mounting 
the test wine on to a suitable aircraft as test vehicle, in the manner 
described. The problem was reviewed by Britland (Ref.15.) and the various 
problems associated with either technique briefly outlined. 
As far as wind tunnel tests are concerned, in the case of a swept wing of 
finite span we are very much more restricted than would be the case with 
the two dimension el wing.- Briefly, this is mainly due to the compounded 
effect of sidewash and wind tunnel constraint, the result being that a 
relatively large working section is required for the satisfactory testing 
of a model of relatively see...11 span. There is also the added effect cf 
nirel tunnel turbulence which is necessarily related to and has an effect 
eee the behaviour of bounder
-if layer transition. On the other hand, if we 
mseet our test wing in the meaner to be described and in fact make free 
flieht tests, ee have firstly the added advantare cf an easily cibtained 
value of Reynolds number and secondly the further advantage cf a 
reeumably small degree of free air turbulence. Yerguments will Inevitably 
rise that the effects of prepeller noise on the stebility of the boundary 
layer might lead to prenetere my:ement of the transition fronts, but in 
reelity little is known of the preelee significance of such an effect. 
:eeevee, in some previous experimental test work performed in flight on the 
honnflary layer characteristics of a swept back wing (Ref.26.) it was found 
nleihle to achieve appreciable areas of laminar flow and we may conclude 
thet the effects of propeller noise and the disturbance effects of the slip 
e-Ih-= tubes did not influence the behaviour of boundary layer transition to 
eenarent extent. In teste en 
 the 'King Cobra' wing, Gray observed also 
there a-c-ecareq to 
	 offc,ctn of any si7nificance, arisire4 
_eenrherice, in 1._7-tfl7ri. to the 
- • 
Consideration of both the advantages and disadvantages inherent in either 
Teethed of test led. to the choice of testing in free flight (using an Avro 
LencasterIL VII as test vehicle), the experimental wing being mounted as  ill .  
a dorsal fin upon the mid upper fuselage. Tested in this way the wing may 
le considered free from any constraint whatsoever on its induced side wash. 	 ; 
Such a procedure however necessitated the derivation of a simplified test 
technique for the measurement of the boundary layer so that the experiments 	 i 
could easily, simply and rapidly be accomplished with the minimum of flying 
	
1 
time and whilst, in view of these simplifications, we arc necessarily res- 
tricted to sonic dc; wee in our interpretation of the experimental results so 
	 ii. 
obtained, it has nevertheless been found that the chosen test method was 
	 II. 
rest satisfactory in its application. 
	 li 
Ili 
3.2. Choice of Experimental Plan, Techniques and Procedure 
In the initial stases of the conception of this experimental work it 
,.as hoped that pressure transducers could be used for the required 
aerodynamic measurements, but lack of experience with this type of 
ecuipment resulted in reverting to the usual liquid manometer methods 
for the recording of pressures. In view of the relatively high test 
Reynolds Numbers to be encountered and the liquids available as mano-
metric fluids, together with the dee,ree of accuracy roeuired in measure-
ment, it was necessary to use a very large vertical manometer installed 
in the aircraft. Lltheugh at first this presented a problem of some 
difficulty it was eventually overcome and as described in Ref.25 a 
50 tube manometer, some 7 ft. in heidrit, was installed in the rear fuse-
lage of the aircraft together with camera observation unit. This latter 
is a necessity for experiments of this kind when conducted in flight 
for although the required experimental conditions can be set with a high 
degree of accuracy and stability by the pilot, such conditions con only 
be set end maintained for a relatively short space of time due to the 
ccmbincd effects of pilot fatigue and natural disturbances to the steady 
flight of the aeroplane. Thus the roqui remont is for measuring apparatus 
in which pressures can be displayed and recorded with an absolute 
mineezm of time delay so as to eliminate as nearly as possible the 
inevitable discrepancies which would occur in measurements of this kind 
made over relatively lcne periode of time. Experience had previously 
z;1- 	 that a maximum time delay of 10 seconds was all that could be 
allowed between the initial establishment of the required experimental 
cenditions and the recording of the displayed pressures if the degree of 
aecureeer imed at was to be achieved. To this end, therefore, the design 
d e=truction e the exnerimental equipment was directed from the avJezt. 
The measurement of the static pressure distribution over the swept wino; 
model presented no difficulty at all, the pressures being measured in the 
usual -eay and displayed on the manometer. However, for the measurements in 
:he l:undary layer, the cnoice of a suitable experimental technique was 
rt -±rst me of some difficulty because of the very nature of the 
r-- layer flow to be exeecLed on awing of this kind. Vevorthelces 
- 	 7 -_-_--- 	 ee-eitle 	 t1-10 	 lInder 
22 	 _ 	 . 	 t.:7-•,- r 	 • . 
teenniques strictly correct for the two dimensional case enly, to 
certein regions of the wing. The actual techniques chosen were similar to 
these used in the flight experiment of Stevens and Haslam, (Ref.11) the 
ty'o of boundary layer combs used in this case being as shown in Figs.12 
and 13. The method of exprriment was to study first the boundary layer 
at the maximum thickness of the wine by attaching a number of the boundary 
layer combs to the wing surface by means of Sellotape at various positims 
along the span, from thence proceeding in stages of chosen length towards 
the loading edge of the wing. In this way it was possible to conduct the 
experiment with the best possible surface finish ale.m.ys existing in rc.,gizra 
ahead of the plane of measurement. Yvith the combs in position at any one 
ohordwise station, on one surface of the wing a flight was made and the tcz-,  
ary layer measured for a number of configurations of speed and wing inc ism` 
The measurements were referred to both upper and lower surfaces of the wring, 
: 
4 . 
— 25 — 
this being possible because the wing vas of symmetrical section and the 
in 	 aircraft permittoJ its rot:_tion Li either direction 
a.:1:3 of the main sp:x entension 
	 ::2-1 extent of 
	 100. Thus since 
thz. ___asurernents were made using one siqe of the -.ring O1]  y, the effects of 
contour irrep-1,21:....ritic., S 	 1,1-311 s be cc,:-JADn to the recuits 00 tEdri.c(-1 for 
both iliDper nd ler..rer surfaces . ,With 	 vio,r to pilot and cretin f:_,_-tirsue, 
bou(icIL.ry 	 esy_ploration of this kind -:.as found to constitute sufficient 
-.,ark for one flight, these occupying on the avel.-:.•_.;,;e about 11- hours 
flying from take-off to 1.nnr3ing and roughly ii;volving measurements in some 
230 bound,:xy layers. Provided the 1.1rait;Aions. imposed upon the results so 
obtained by the nature of the technique used are understood, it can be seen 
that '_;he me-thod dccc nevertheless constitute a very rapidly determined 
assessment of the boundcry layer flow. 
of compLxison -%•re refer to a number of other swept 	 bounthry layer 
-.thich have been conducted at the College using a traversing ger.z.r as  
described. in Ref .26, the measurement of all coraT:onents of the boundary layer 
flow in curvilinear planes adjacent to the 	 surface being possible with 
this ec.r. It tins found that,to explore the boundary layer at one cherdxrise 
for one value of -wing inciii_nce and test Reynolds :umber, a flight 
of•,..1..,-.;z,reximc:._tc.- :ly 30 minutes durL,ticyAlir,LEJ, required (inclusive of 6 ECIce off 
L.1.  
1--_-Lrcrr.f!.: used as vehicle for .L;K.: serie:, of tes6E under c:..T,..siler,__tion 
__ 	 .1:.:1-naster f. :K 7 z?.A . :!q4. this ,J.ircraft 	 subjected to a J-2.amber 
s 	 modifications in order that the 	 could be tiounted above 
the 	 upper fuselage. The position chosen for the mounting of the wing on 
the 	 upper fuselage 	 a compromise betueon fuselage structural design 
ec_-,nsiderations and the results of preliminary exploratory tests relating to 
the 	 the flow fic-16. over the fuselage. 	 shall not concern our- 
a flis:et:.ssion of the various design features in this report ; the 
f , 2 3 f 	 CLC t :7_5_17: a e.:Iscussien of the 
-Pressure Plottin Tiast 
of the nature of the flow field over the mid upper fuselage 
of the ei.rcreft into which the id-rin:if ff.M.S. to be immersed has been the subject 
of ..liscussion in Ref .214- in which the eclui-,-,ment ,.e•the.rd_s 	 techniquesc-_:m1.-aloycd. 
for 	 ib-.-ating this field wore treated. Since a full description of the 
plotting mast is therein contained,furthor consideration in this 
work is unnecessary. 
   
1 
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4.3. The Wing and Installation 
The swept back half wing constructed for the tests under discussion was 
of neneral dimensions as shown in Figs.3 and 4. It was of 45 sweep, 
untapered and untwisted and its streamwise section was intended to 
effectively represent a 10% thickness to chord ratio aerofoil of 130 inches 
chord (as discussed in paragraph 2.1.), the representation being attempted 
by geometrically constructing the wing section of two semi ellipses each 
of minor axis 13 inches and of major axes 101 inches and 68 inches for the 
forward and rear portions respectively. Illthough the leading edge itself 
was detachable so that different nose radii could be fitted if so desired , 
only one value of leading edge nose radius has been considered in the 
present series of tests, this value heinn 0.822 inches. 
Consideration of the structural design and surface finish requirements togethr 
with the constructional problems involved led to the choice of a composite 
wooa metal structure for the wing. Basically it consists of a conventional 
metal spar, having birch ply bonded to each face of the wing, and leading 
and trailing edne beams of spruce. The wooden ribs were closely spaced (at 
6inehes centre line to centre line), and the skin wns i6 S.7.G, Light 
Alloy Sheet bonded to birch nly. The skin was attached to the ribs using 
the normal raueing technique and during assembly an internal humidity seal 
as effected by spraying the wocaen mambors with phenonlazo G.300 as and 
where necessary. The leading and trailing? edge members themselves were 
of laminated mahogany construction, these also being coated with phenoglaze. 
Fon attachment of the wing  to the aircraft,two heavy steel joint plates 
are used to carry the si:'ar 'coop end lends into both the root end rib and 
the wing spar ey,tonsi.=, the Latterof which is attachd to Internal 
members of the aircraft fuselage (see Ref.23) and is suitably hinRed tc 
permit rotation of the wing about the axis of the spar extension so that 
the axis of symetry of the wing section maybe moved to any desired 
angular position relative to the plane of symmetry of the aircraft within 
the range ± 10 (see Fi,rn.6b). The angular position of the wing in relation 
to the plane of symnetry of the aircraft (i,e. wing geometric incidence) 
7nn 	 fLc. 	 My 	 tn,o simnic sniot clamrs as shown .  
• --- 	 E57 	 :-:0-j..t:.-:.L17,7" C11:7;311 
h..._Ty incidence stunting jack Was attached, and the arrnn -rn 
of the whole assembly was such that the wing geometric incidence (i.e. 
angular position relative to aircraft plane of symmetry) could e 
conveniently adjusted to any desired position in the range ± 10c, indexing 
being achieved by reference to the incidence sector plate nand pointer as 
shown in Fig. 6c, 
To reduce the interference effects of the aircraft fuselage bounanry layer 
upon the flaw over the wing, a wide boundary layer fence was fitte=d as 
shown in Fig.6o. This fence was not large enough however to consitute a 
reflection plate. 
4. 
4 
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er pressure distribution measurement chcrdwise rows of static pressure 
teepings were built into the wini-f at three spanwise stations. There were 
thirteen tappings in each row and their positions along both the span 
an.1 chord of the wing are given in Table I and Fig.3. The leads from the 
static pressure tappings were of 5/32" diameter copper tubing and passed 
through the interior of the wing adjacent to the main spar and from thence 
into the interior of the aircraft fuselage and so on to the manemeter. 
Provision for a nuther of additional static pressure tappings positioned 
around the nose of the wing was made by means of neoprene tubing let into 
the leading edge as shown in Fig.6a. In this way a number of closely 
spaced static pressure tappings could be obtained by simply drilling into 
the neoprene tubes at chosen ohordwise positions, each hole so formed 
being sealed -edth beeswax upon becoming redundant. 
The wing surface was finished using Titanine lacquers (colour, black) 
and to meet the requirements for surface waviness in relation to laminar 
flow a number of measurements were -made during the preparation of the 
surface for the purpose of locating "high spots" etc., so to direct the 
course of the "rubbing down" and- filline processes. Initial measurements 
were undo to this end by means of a curvature gauge cf the usual type, 
'hut difficulties encoutered with the interpretation ef such measurements 
tohether with the times rewired to so inspect the surface led to the 
h_ice of en oblique lighting technique not unlike that devised. by Gray 
(Eee:f.27). In this case a fluorescent strip light was suitably mounted 
Llcngside the wing in the painting room and by observing en oblique 
reflection of this liOit in the wing surface local high spots end surface 
':ewiness could be simply and rapidly detected. Using this technique the 
raying, rubbing down and filling processes became one of continuity, 
by much careful work the desired results were eventually achieved. 
1r the convenience of surface position reference on the wing, a white- 
verid" was sprayed onto the surface (see Fig.'s 0.) this being made possible 
suitably masking the wing and proceeding in the usual way. Only an 
eeeremely thin coat of ptint was required to achieve this object and so 
east in fact each line of the "grid" does constitute a discontinuity 
=Nee carteur, the mr.anittOe of this discontinuity- was considered 
--h tr) 1;,3 	 - 	 measure the yr:mg surface was 
:he wing structure and assembly weighs approximately 500 lbs. and was 
e:nstructed by and under the direction of ELr."Martin in the workshops of 
the Department of Flight at the College of Aeronautics. 
4.4. Instrumentation: The Manometer and_ Recording Apparatus  
A fifty tube manometer, some 7 feet in height and 30 inches wide, complete 
with camera observer unit, was installed in the rear fuselage of the 
aircraft as indicated in Fig.2. A detailed description of the design, 
construction, and installation of this large instrument in the relatively 
confined interior of the aircraft fuselage may be found in Ref.25 and 
 
;1 . . 
I  I: 
Ic 
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we shall not therefore concern ourselves with the various design 
features of the unit here. Suffice it to say that static and dynamic 
pressures supplied from connections made in the usual way to the chosen 
pressure sources, were displayed as required on the instrument, the free 
stream dynamic head (uncorrected for S.P.E.C.) being directly indicated 
on a separate 'U' tube unit incorporated in the manometer and connected 
to the aircraft pitot static system. Two further tubes, one at each side 
of the manometer face were connected to the aircraft static system for 
the purpose of providing under test conditions a datum to which all 
measurements could be ref erred. By this means allowance could be made 
for the effect of small angles of bank occurring during tests and the 
corresponding settling of the fluid to its gravitational level. 
Depending upon the range of pressures to be measured two different 
manometric fluids were used as required. These were:- 
Carbon. Tetrachloride S.G. 1.599 
Distilled- Water (using fluorescene for•colouration) 
Observations of the manometer were facilitated by means of on F.21. 
camera in a form slightly modified for improved film economy, illumination 
of the manometer being accomplished in a most satisfactory manner by 
moans of a system of back lighting (see Ref.25 for full details) supplied 
from one of the 24. V. power circuits available on the aircraft. 
4.5. Directional Yawmeter 
Since ono of the basic requirements of the tests performed wn,s for stocay, 
straight and level flirht at predetermined angles of sideslip a vane typo 
ynwmcter was fitted to tlio starboard wing tip of the aircraft as shown in 
Fig.2. This yawmeter was connected to a Desynn type indicator mounted on 
the pilot's instrument panel, and following a suitable calibration pro-
vided an accurate means of consistently reproducing the required angles 
of sideslip (to approximately ± 1-.°) in steady flight. 
711. TIca7r!Thr7rTp,yr;r Cc7;1-11 nra Transition Tndicators 
Fcn an 	 nhe 	 Leycr on the :0-21.nr,, ewo goes of comb 
were used, these being as shown in Figs.12 and 13, the one for the purpose 
of determining the bound 	 Pry layer velocity profile (Fig.-13 and the other 
(Cig.12) for the purpose of measuring the distribution of total head, at, 
near to, and along the wing surface respectively. They were desired to 
give satisfactory operation for a fairly vide range of experimental 
conditions and were conveniently and simply attached as and Where required 
to the wing surface by means of Sellotape, the brass strap and moveable 
brass stirrup (see Fig.13) of the boundary layer comb serving not only as 
a brace but also as a datum fixing for the tube assembly. A full descriptim 
of both types of comb together with details of some simple wind tunnel 
tests perfonned to assess their usefulness maybe found in Ref.25. 
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7. Pressure Leads and Piping 
The pressure leads from the boundary layer combs etc., positioned on 
the winr7. surface to the manometer inside the aircraft were for convenience 
s7lit into two stages as shown in Fig.9, each stage being united via 
the thoroughfare tube assembly units positioned at the trailing edge of 
the wing at a number of spanwise stations. The leads frem the boundary 
layer ccmbs to the trailing edge of the wing were of. 5mmeO.D. neoprene 
tubing (which by virtue of its resistance to kinking was found to be 
-very suitable) and were initially made of sufficient length to enable the 
traverse to the leading edge to be completed without further attention 
ecinz given to the lead length, the excess tube length during intermedi-
ete tests being coiled and "stored" at the trailing edge. 
For the pipe work from the thoroue fare tube assembly units to the 
manemeter a number of 'tapes' of tubes were used. These tube 'tapes' 
were approximately 3" wide and each consisted of ten plastic (P.V.C.) 
tubes of 3/16" O.D. They were rigidly fixed to the trailing edgeof the 
wine by me: of a number of 18 
	
brass fixing straps screwed in 
=lace and the whole of this pressure lead assembly was ccmpleted by en 
entire covering of Sellotape which proved very satisfactory under test 
ccnLitiens. 
5. =TAILS Cr E'ArE7ZRELTIWE3 Fr23F071,11.7) 
Cheice 	 Test  .;,ltitudes enlAirsneeds 
.0eViOUS exeerience of k.:1<-1Jerimrrits of this kind together with a 
_nzidereti)n cf the aircraft operatine- conditions and the requirements 
=f the test led to the selection of a basic test altitude of 10,000 feet 
(I.C.A.N.) with provision for testing at either 5,000 feet or 7,000 feet 
the final choice depending upon the suitability of weather conditions. 
cerrecticns for non standard temperature conditions were made.) 
test eirsneels were chosen to give the maximum attainable range of 
ef onc.rItim and with dcsi57-n 
- 	 1 - - 	 eve fcr 
=he actual Reynolds number range achieved was frcm 0.88 x 106 to 1.92 x 10
6 
ecr feet and for Lancaster P.A. 474 this corresponds to a speed range of 
fn.= 90 - 195 knots (I.A..S.) at a test altitude of 10,000 feet (I.C.A.N.) 
the altimeter pressure error correction being neglected in all cases. 
.,t is of Anterest to. note that although flaps wore not used for 
those experiments it was found possible to increase the workable speed 
ran -e cf the aircraft down to a minimum safe comfortable flying speed of 
90 knots (I.A.S.10,000 feet I.C.A.N.) against the value of 100 knots 
(I.A.S. 5,000 feet I.C.A.N.) quoted in Ref.24.. 
-3p,. 
although for such a variation in aircraft forward speed the directional 
characteristics of the flow over the fuselage in the pitching plane 
might possibly attain considerable proportions, initial tests performed 
to determine these changes showed that in the worst case the directional 
change did not in fact become one of significance (the maximum observed 
variation being one of ± 2 for the entire speed range) and hence the 
angle of sweep of the half w 	 a ing was treated s being sensibly constant 
at 4 
o 
5 (see Ref.24). 
5.2. Measurement of S.P.E.C. and Calibration of the Fuselage Flow Field 
Full details of the tests performed to determine both the S.P.E.C. curve 
and the nature of the flow field above the mid upper fuselage into which 
field the wing was immersed, have been reported else here (ref, 24} and 
hence will not receive further attention here. 
5.3, Incidence Zero Datum Setting of the Half Tann  
Although as pointed out in paragraph 4.3. the geometric incidence of the 
wing- could be accurately set by rotation about the axis of the spar 
extension and reference to the incidence sector plate, such a setting 
does not of course necessarily correspond to an equivalent incidence setting 
in flisht due to the small but almost inevitable conditions of azsymetry 
which arise. To make allowance for these conditions and to male for ease 
of repetition of the required test configurations the following method of 
setting the wing geometric incidence was adopted. 
It was decided to refer the wing geometric incidence at all times to an 
exact reading on the incidence sector plate and by suitably fixing the 
angle of sideslip of the aircraft (at a value corresponding to that giving 
1 	 zero aerodynamic incidence with the wing geometric incidence at zero 
a 	 according to the sector plate reading) it was possible to achieve expori- 
mental conditions which could be accurately and consistently reproduced. 
W 
The angle of sideslip required for a zero aerodynamic incidence setting 
ef the half 7.-i r7 was determined by dbservin7 the static pressure differ- 
a 
• aiyposite Sur-eacos CI thv„- 
Tith Lhc vane SGt at zero Geom,;tric 
incidence, the pressure differential across each pair of tubes uns balanced 
4 	 in flight by sideslipping the aircraft the requisite amount, and the 
corresponding reading on the pilot's sideslip Desynri indicator (see parr:- 1 graph 4.5) noted. At chosen speeds throughout the range required for 
experiment this reading was found to be constant and correspond very nearly 
to zero sideslip as was hoped for. 
This particular test provided occasion to observe the manometer fluid 
columns very closely indeed, and this subsequently gave an indication of 
the accuracy which might be achieved in future experiments. It was found 
that experimental conditions could be sot and maintained such that the 
fluctuation of the fluid columns in the instrument did not exceed '132" 
1, 
7-1-%-en favourable atmospheric conditions, and it was thus to achieve 
similar standard of accuracy that the aims of subsequent experimental 
rations were directed. 
=rieasurements of the Static Pressure Distribution ever the Swept  
Back Half ':fing 
ith the static pressure tappings in the swept back half wing connected 
the m:anometer and usinfs carbon tetrachloride as the manometric fluid a 
vas made to determine the distributions of static iressure over 
.tne half wine for incidences cV  00, 2o 
 , 4, b and 10 , and for Reynolds G0 80 
nufsers in the range 0.88 x 100 
 - 1.92 x- 10 per foot, for both upper and 
lower Eng surfaces. Manometer readings were recorded photographically 
using the P.24 observer camera, and from these records the required readings 
were obtained, corrected fcr S.P.E.C, and reduced to yield the non dimensional 
nnessnre coefficients. 
2 
~
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5.5. Plow Visualisation on using the Tuft Technique 
1ne ture cf the flow at and near to the surface of the swept back wing 
with its relation to the boundary layer and the techniques 
for nLasuremonts has received some oonsider-tion in paragraph 1.3. 
a,:noss the nature of the flow over the particular wing under consideration, 
srface of the wing was extensively tufted using white 3 ply wool tufts. 
it was possible to observe part of the wing surface from the 
cockpit, a satisfactory arr!Inement for making the required flow 
such as the fitt5nF 	 rory 
	 observer camera or 
_,orisospo 
	 nonveniontly be contrived and 
the ;Teel tuft obsnrvations of Lite flow over the wing 7,-ere 
n4-fsrmod from a second aircraft (D.H.Dove G-ALVF) flying in close formation 
LanDaster P.A./474. The Observations were of course made photographically 
u2i= ',loth a 35 mm. camera fitted with a long focus lens and a 16 mm. eine 
cm-Drrt, 	 working to a systematic schedule and by close co-operation 
-:steen the nilets (in radio communication) and Observers in bath aircraft 
'-t of the e:reerimental prc!-Tamme Was successfully completed and 
scm,.; differwiee :;e; ;;eonthe olierating speed ranges of 
lls
-th aircraft the tests were in fact only performed at one nominal air-
s-;7-;ad (approximately 120 knots I.A.S. at a test altitude of approximately 
7,003 ft.) this being chosen as the most suitable compromise for flying 
the two aircraft in close formation. 
Explorations of the Boundary Layer 
The boundary layer on the swept back half wing was explored extensively 
using the two types of comb discussed in paragraph 4.6, measurements in 
the boundary layer being made at a number of stations along the chord 
commencing at the position of maximum thickness to regions close to the 
leading edge 
 and at spanwise stations as indicated in Fig.3. For each 
measurement were made at e 
values of 0°
, 
2 4 , 6 , 80, 
•olds numbers of 1.08 -1.92 
Reynolds number of 0.88 x 10 
chosen chord7:dse 
106, upper and lower 
10 per foot with 
per foot for incidence 
flight undertaken the 
station for incidence 
su7faces, and for Reyn 
additional tests at a 
of 0°, 20 
 and 4. 
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The restriction of the wring incidence to 4°at the Reynolds number of 
0.88 x 10 per foot was by reason of problems encountered in the handling 
of the aircraft at the forward flight speed (90 knots 	 required to 
give this Reynolds nuMbor„ for Whilst fli:ht at this low spe-d was under 
normal circumstances quite easily achieved, the effegt of the wing itself, 
when at the higher values of incidence (i.e. a 	 6 approximately) upon 
the handling of the aircraft was quite noticeable to the extent that it 
was considered inadvisable to attelit to consistently and accurately 
reproduce experimental conditions in which the wing incidence exceeded 
values of 	 a 24_ . 
To determine whether or not flow separation was cc curing at the leading 
edge of the boundary layer fonce and consequently disturbing the flow 
near the wing root, two transition indicators (Fig.12) wore attached to 
the up-Der and lower surfaces respoctivdy. They wore positioned approxi-
mately 3 inches from the leading °az::: and "piped" to adjacent tubes on 
the manometer. By observing the difference betmeen the readings given 
by the total head tubes the presence of any serious flaw soparction 
could, if it occurred, be detectod. No such conditions wore however 
CD,Ierved for the flight test confiEuratims. 
Throughout the tosts, observations of the manometer were recorded photo- 
r-,, hically and fru the_fam records so obtained the required readings 
were t_ ken, corrected as and where necessary for S.P.E.C., and r_aucoa 
to yield the boundqry layer velocity profiles together with the distri-
butions of total head at, near to and along the wing surface for the 
various chosen test configurations. 
During two of the initial flights in which the boundary layer was being 
m::azur,::a an atte=t was made to Obtain some idea of the extent of laminar 
1e exurtoJ 	 Tow or Re')- nolc-Ts n:z.lbrr-1 	 at an 	 / 
the furwoxd portion of the wing was sprayed with a 3 solution of acenaptheae 
in petroleum ether and observations of the wing were made during the 
climb to, ana for a flight of some fifteen minutes duration at, test 
altitude. On neither of the two occasions could any discernible patterns 
be observed from the aircraft flight deck blister and hence the method 
was not subsequently tried. It is true to say that perhaps more 
extensive and elaborate tests could have been performed using this 
technique, but the idea was abandoned in favour of the boundary layer 
explorations detailed above. The actual chemical sublimation tests 
performed do therefore constitute little more than a 'by the way' 
experiment conducted in addition to the main boundary layer exploration 
6. PRES,EnTION OF EDCF:ardlENT.LL RESULTS  
The orbove. (.1)1-peril-aunts (pare.:.graph 5) have yielded a fairly com-
prehensive rnnge of results of which a large selection is presented. 
in Pigs. 25 — 35. .i.:any of those have been left in dimensional feria 
for convenience. 
The measured distributions cf static pressure and the corresponding 
chordwisc loadings arc presented in both tabular (Tables II and III) 
and graphical (Figs.25 and 26) form : the boundary layer measuruonts 
only granhically, these being grouped according to the test Reynolds 
number (R = U 
o 
 c 
o
/0 and chordwise position(N/c
o
) of investigation. 
Reference to the various figures is uad.o as and when they receive 
discussion. 
7. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPF=T2,AL RESULTS 
7.1. Behaviour of the Aircraft and Equipment under Experimental  
Conditions  
The behaviour of Lancaster 1.L.474 together with its ancillary 
eouipment during the series of tests described was at all times very 
geed, and the simplicity of the techniques employed permitted the 
completion of the eKperimental Programme in a generally trouble free 
=Incr. 
By worT:ing to a systematic schedule in the air a large mount of 
ex.17.erimental work could be completed in a short flaring time, but to 
Lhieve this a groat deal of tinE: was however required for 'ground 
-.Torki to unsure as nearly as possible a faultless behaviour of the 
equipment whilst airborne. 
7o:7: that this method of test hns satisfactorily proceeded through the 
stages it is hoped that future more elaborate experiaents of 
a. simil:x kind 	 be pert or:: 	 at the College. 
In assessing the accuracy of the results obtained the principal 
factors to be considered are: 
1. the limitations of the methods employed for measurement 
2. the attainable stability of experimental conditions 
3. the accuracy involved in the reading of the Observer camera 
film records 
1. and 2. are dismissed in paragraphs 1.3 and 5.3 whilst 3. receives 
consideration in Ref.25. 
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The only serious influence is likely to arise from 1. in relation 
to the boundaey layer measurements. However, a careful scrutiny 
of -the various ceperimentally derived curves shows that the degree 
of point scatter is, aIcaost without exception very small, each 
curve being well represented by the experimental points to which 
it is fitted. rbreover, no immediate effects indicating the 
unsuitability of the apparatus to fulfil the purpose were apparent, 
ana hence there is reason to suppose that the quoted results represent 
a good deal more than just a generalised qualitative assessment of 
the boundary layer flow. 
The accuracy of particular sets of results will be mentioned as 
they receive. discussion. 
7.3. Distributions of Static Pressure  
The distributions of static pressure as measured for the swept back 
half wing may be seen in Fig.25. 
;then plotted out as individual curves (at constant incidence) for 
each of the test Reynolds nuc.ibers considered, small differences 
were found to exist between them. This was not due to point scatter, 
as each curve was too well defined, but to a generalised displacement 
cf the curve as a whole away from its neighbour. This displecevent 
was as stated above quite mall and since it did not show any particular 
trend -with chenge in Reynolds number could not definitely be attributed 
to any apparent cause. lioreover it was found that the measured chord- 
wise loadings 	 AC= (C -C 	 yielded identical (within 
PL PU 
eccOptably 	 lialto) curves for different Reynolds numbers. 
It was therefore assumed quite in order to represent the measured 
distributions of static pressure as mean values for the Reynolds 
number range considered. In this way the curves shown in Fig.25 
together with the pressure coefficients quoted in Table II were 
obtained. 
_le De see_ 	 eee%es (Fig.25) eee very  well defined and 
it is of particular interest to note the distribution of the experi-
mental points in the neighbourhood of the leading edge, where both 
the_ suction peeks (upper surface) and the stagnation lines (lower 
surface, C = 0.5) are clearly indicated. It is appreciated that 
the curves for the lower surface as depicted in Fig.25 appear some-
what congested near to the leading edge and are therefore not readily 
interpreted but the trends under discussion were observed from plots 
to approximately four tunes the scale shown. With regard to the 
suction peaks, the very fact that these are defined, so well is a 
direct indication of the accuracy and stability to which the experi-
mental conditions could be set end maintained whilst measurements 
were being made. This is realised by considering a small momentary 
5. I 
4 
a 
rlistarbance to the test aircraft r::sultins 1n zideolip and the 
change in incidence of the 	 back 
	
• For 
::•:.[]f_,ns near to tile leading eciLge such a conaltien.results In the 
Lovelopment of oscillations of censid.crable Li:Iplitudc. in the fluid 
columns at the manorleter and the reouired measurer...lents cannot thus 
by made. 
The distribution of static pressure calculated en the basis of the 
:sheared :ring at zero inciTIF..nce (see p:.-.1.-a0:-aph. 2.3 and. cq. 
2,3.4) is cc my.)::.red v?-ith the meac!,:rof.•_td. distributions 
	 Fig.27. The 
rsL-reemont bet:.-een theory awl 	 3.531.1.1"Cniacit at the r. Lid seri span 
station is good and the tip and root station noz.
-...,surcmonts show the 
type of cl.,;p:_-.rture. tG 1.:.c expected when making such a cemnarison, e.g• 
i:I:rcc,ter concentration of suction near the nose with increasing 
cis ;ince outboard along the span This latter effect is also illustrated 
by the raeaulred ehordwise loadings 
	 ore shown in Fig 2G. 
• transition to tufhulence of the flow in the bouridary layer on 
the upper rint,ft-_, ce of a swept back viing is influenced both by the 
onsc-ct of sweep instiLoilitv (a] so cc:T:3-.-ton to the lower si.,..rfoxio) Cid  
by . .he development of nose suction peaks. For the. ',Ting under con- 
siaeration the nose suction I.en.k 
	 developed ate oh of -pc 
staticns -,-;..‘;IL the wins incidence r,-,:aches a = 6  
:,.ocordinly, at this (a = J ) 
	 hi.L-;hof values .Df inciani!o little, 
lf 	 laminca- ficvr may be orpeeted.,, This is subscauently 
e _-•_o ca:30„ 
Fimi over 
	
-1., Trzi'-t C)l-t 
1.. r.3 	 Le E2, t',1 die a on 
r:f,rring to Pi .2_e where a selection of results are presented. 
Here it is necessary to distinsruish between an ac••;;Ina chm,-,,e. n flo.i 
(in±Lcated by an orientation of the tuft cbeut its 'mint of ,att....-..,c1r.lont 
,ti -trrIng su-2face) and ail ar...1.-,•;1.1%.:.nt change sue to uneanal 
-tufts 'OP C,:11 -the wing 	 the span-aise 
cine film 
zero incidenck.: the flow over the wing appeared to be perfectly 
steady w'ith no indication -Qhatever of the formation of an unstable 
wako at. the trailim edge. The tufts attached to the trailing edge 
were long (clut 12 inches) 
	
sw_zested 
• of the 	 shown in Fii1.28c, As .1%:a- as could_ be (F.te-torrain-,:d, 
separation occurred quite close to the trailing 
 edge„ 
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Fcr the forward portion of the wing the streamline curvature 
is most serious in the neighbourhood of the stepation line and 
this is well illustrated in the case for a = 10 lower surface. 
The presence of the tip vortex is also clearly indicated in general. 
Some idea of the sensitivity of the tufts to changes in flaw 
direction may be obtained from careful scrutiny of the flow at the 
wing rooto(below the boundary layer fence, bottom row of tufts) 
for a = 3 upper surface. Here the flow appears to separate from 
the vertical supporting member for the boundary layer fence which 
is positioned at the leading edge of the wing, and to subsequently 
result in a very disturbed flow formation in the region of the trailing 
edge. 
The tufts did not indicate the presence of any disturbance in the 
flow over the wing which might be associated with a leading edge 
separation off the boundary layer fence. This is in agreement with 
the explorations made using transition indicators positioned near 
to the leading edge of the fence axed mentioned in paragraph 5.6. 
The tuft observatiaas show that for a substantial portion of the 
wing surface (in particular for a region extending approximately 
from the 5 per cent chord position to the position of maximum 
thickness) there are no substantial departures in f1.7.A; deviation 
frem that of the undisturbed stream which is a necessary condition 
for the successful application of the teehniejuos chosen for the 
boundary layer measurements 
:I.:, , 	 Lwy-er ::easuroments  
7.5.1. Velocity profiles  
A selection of the boundary layer velocity profiles as measured 
usin,:; the combs (Fic.13) is presented in Fir,s.29 to 31. It can be 
ocen thet, althew-:n tle number of experimental points Obtained, for 
each i- eefile is ear.-J1 in cc=arison with the number usually taken 
''er'ien- in 1's travers 
In : o:ie simple tests performed to assess the usefulness of the 
boundary layer combs (see Ref.25) the effect of yawing the comb 
in relation to the stream direction was discussed. It 'iraS found 
that under such conditions the measured profile .vi-as seriously 
affected with the angle of yfA; fixed for example at 100. Pio 
such effects could be detected in the results Obtained from the 
present series of eyperiments thus indicating that the method 
employed for measurement was adequate. It is true that in some 
cases the odd experimental point has been ignored in the fisting 
of the curves, but the discrepancies in such cases have been 
attributed to the occurence of experimental error. It is useful 
I 
0 	 t 
• 
11 
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here to point out the great difficulty of checking the experinental 
observations with regaxd to individual points as they are nnae in 
flight. Such a task becomes impossible when a large number of readings 
is being simultaneously recorded for each test configuration as was 
the case during the series of experiments described. roreover the 
inevitable delay associated with the interpretation of the observer 
camera film records usually means that the experiment has mcanWhile 
progressed through many further stages so that the checking of 
occasional results of doubtful accuracy becomes prohibitive for 
economical reasons. By careful work however, both in the preparation 
of the experimental equipment and in performing the actual experiment, 
such occasions seldom arise as maybe seen from an overall and general 
inspection of the results quoted in this paper. 
The measured velocity profiles show quite generally that very little 
laminar flow existed on the wing for the test configurations considered. 
In particular the occurrence of transition very close to the leading 
edge is indicated for all values of wing incidence, both upper and 6 
lower surfaces, with the test Reynolds number at, and above 1.55 x 10 
:or foot. The latter result appears to be quite definitely linked with 
the phenomena of sweep instability. At the same time however, it 
onncaro evident:that whilst following the onset of :sweep instability 
at loa inei:Lnee the boundary layer thickness 6 rapidly increases 
with distance along the chord, this increase is not nearly so great 
as that accompanying the presence of an unfavourable pressure gradient. 
-_..=ore detailed measurements may therefore show the corresponding 
increase of friction at the wall in the destabilised layer to be 
oinilarly affected. 
attempt has boon rade at this stage to give detailed consideration 
to the measured velocity profiles as a whole since it has been con—
oidered of greater imnortance to illustrate trends rather than to 
direct the course of the work along the linos of detailed analysis° 
Boundary layer treasition  
,n3 c.,12 total hcr.A. at, near to, ^nd 	 onf-! 
len : , 2. 	 ; 	 rf-st.1.1L7, :re f.-A-1.7.-rl 
L,.t,!_11=y 	 :)rofiles 	 L) 
it was possible to obtain a general picture of the position and 
behaviour of boundary layer transition as it occurred on the wing. 
The curves so dbtained, and shown in Fig,35, strictly correspond 
to the end of the transition region for they are defined by the 
positions at which the total head rise occurring in passing from the 
laminar to the turbulent boundary layer was completed, Consequently on 
making a comparison. between the curves showing the positions of 
transition with the boundary layer velocity profiles, semi turbulent 
cr :transitional' profiles will be found corresponding to given 
transition front positions. 
- 7,R - 
As stated in paragraph 7.5.1. very little laminar flow was found to 
exist on the wing, and for Reynolds numbers of 1.55 x 10 6per foot 
and above, transition was observed to be very close to the leading 
edge for all incidence configurations and for both upper and lower 
surfaces. This behaviour of the transition front illustrates well the 
physical consequences of sweep instability. 
7.5.3. Displacement thickness, momentum thickness, and shape 
parameter variation 
A selection of curves showing the variation of the boundary layer dis-
placement thickness Si, momentum thickness 82, and shape parameter 83, 
with wing incidence and test Reynolds number at different chord wise 
stations is presented in Figs.32 and 33. These curves were derived 
from the velocity profiles as measured at the mid send span station 
and are thus approximately independent of tip and root effects.The 
usual distinctions for the laminar and turbulent boundary layer arc 
in general quite clearly shown but in particular it maybe noted that 
at the maximum test Reynolds number considered (1.916 x 10 6 per foot) 
at which the boundary layer was overy,there turbulent, the shape 
parameter appears to be very nearly independent of incidence. 
7.6. The Critical Reynolds I• mbar for the Secondary Flow 
From the test results it is not possible to make a precise evaluation 
of the number N (eq. 2.7.1.) since we cannot determine the flow con-
ditions for which the secondary flow instability is initiated. We 
can however infer both an upper and lower bound by noting that since 
virtually no laminar flow existed for a tent Reynolds number of 
1.552 x 10 6 per foot, then referring conditions to the wing chord 
along the stream (i.e. c
o 
= 86 inches) .we have on taking 
X. 
max 
--T-- - 0.0485 and substituting in eq. 2.7.1. that 
R 2  
N 	 160 
Now the critical Reynolds number for the secondary flow strictly 
relates to the onset of the instability and subsequent vortex 
formation - it does not correspond to and acccmpany, but precedes 
boundary layer transition, so that firstly we conclude that 
N cannot 'exceed 160 
Secondly since laminar flaw existed (i.e. to 2c 
 
= 	 ) at the 
lowest test Reynolds number considered (i.e. 0.884 x 10 6 per foot) 
we derive the second although somewhat less definite condition 
711a X that (again with 	 = 0.0)x85 and eq.2.7.1.) 
R 2  
N 120 
Thus the conditions for sweep instability are given by en equation 
of the type 
x. 
max 120 < N < 160 
R"-1 R crit 
which is in very good agreement with the original work due to Owen 
and. Ranell  1 (Ref .17 ) 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
I. A series of exreriments relating to the boundary layer flow on a 
swept back wing mounted as a dorsal fin upon the mid-upper fuselage 
of Lancaster P..L.474 have been successfully completed by flight test 
methods. 
At all times the behaviour of the aircraft used as test vehicle, 
tzfether with its eguipment etc. was found to be Derfectly satis-
factory. 
II. Calculations for the boundary layer flow over the loading edge 
of the wing usinr,  the method of Series have shown the effects of 
secondary flow in relation to the instability of the laminar boundary 
layer to be confined within a very short distance from the stagnation 
line, as also found by Owen and Randall (Ref.17). Reference to the 
experimental results has shown the conditions for instability of the 
secondary flow to be given by an equation of the type 
xmax 
-T-- 	 120 < N < 160 
R2
crit 
III. Pressure distribution measurements have boon made on the swept 
back wing for a geometric incidence range of 0° - 10° and Reynolds 
number range 0.88 x 106 - 1.92 x 106 per foot upper and lower 
surfaces being considered, 
-240- 
The measured distributions arc in close agreement with calculations 
based on the infinite shecred wing and an equivalent source distribu-
tion for the zero incidence case (symmetrical section). 
IV. Tuft explorations giving details of the flow over the wing on both 
upper and lower surfaces have shown that for incidences in the range 
00 - 100 three dimensional effects do not achieve first order imnortanco, 
thus permitting the use of strictly two dimensional techniques for 
boundary layer measurements. 
V. A large number of boundary layer explorations have been successfully 
made showing that for both upper and lower surfaces virtually no 
laminar flow existed for Reynolds numbers (based on the wing chord in 
the free stream direction) at and in excess of 1.55 x 106 per foot. 
For all incidence configurations, this is due to the occurence of 
instability in the secondary flow at the leading edge, and to a comr-
bination of secondary flow instability and the adverse pressure 
gradient following the development of (upper surface) suction peaks 
at an incidence of 6° and above. 
The experiments have shown to the further support of already existing 
evidence (Rofs.6, 26 and 29) that without the application of some 
form of boundary layer control, the possibility of maintaining regions 
of laminar flow of any appreciable magnitude on either the upper or 
lower surface of a swept back wing at full scale Reynolds numbers, 
is remote. 
, 
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APPENDIX I  
Pilot's Handlin7 Techniques 
by - 
B. F. Russell. 
1. The Effects of the Experimental Wing on the Handling of 
Lancaser  
The Lancaster handles normally in the air with the wing set at zero 
incidence, except that it is more directionally stable and the rate 
of roll is reduced. 
2. The Effects of Cross-Wind  
In the presence of a cross lAnd, both take off and landing are more 
difficult than normal. Take off in such conditions requires a large 
amount of differential throttle, whilst on landing it was found that 
"kicking the drift off" had to be loft very late since although the 
aircraft will respond initially tb the rudder, it tends to return to 
the original heading. The maximum cross wind in which a landing was 
made was 25 KTS at 20°  to starboard. 
3. The Wing at Incidence  
It was found that the aircraft could be trimmed to maintain zero 
sideslip with the wing set at any incidence within -10° to +10°  and 
for speeds (I.A.S.) in the range 90 KTS - 195 KTS. A combination 
of large incidence and high speed gave rise to vibration and slight 
rudder buffet. 
4. Technique  
Leave engine r.p.m. constant, and adjust boost to maintain height at 
the required speed; trim elevator, rudder, and ailerons. Check A.S.I. 
altimeter, sideslip indicator, and directional gyro. 
(Note: A small continuous change of heading is permissablo providing 
the yawmeter is maintained at zero). 
41.;••••1 	
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1=0DIX. II 
A.2. Calculation of the Distributions of Velocity an]. Pressure  
Over the Win7 at Zero Incidence  
A.2.1. The Actual Vinr Section: Two Ddmensional Case. (Incompressible Flow) 
It is sufficient for our purpose to consider the wing at zero incidence and 
hence since the section is symmetrical the circulation in such a configuration 
is also zero. Under these conditions the wing thickness distribution maybe 
represented by an equivalent source distributien such that along an elementary 
length dx of the chord line the total source strength is Vi (x)dx. 
Thus for the actual wing section in two dimensional flow and in the coordinate 
system shown in fig.15, we may write the perturbation potential in the form : - 
a 
w = 	
f
2 
6 (E) 	 ( z 	 E )aE 	 (A. 2.i s) 
27t -a 
- A 
where z = x + iy. 
The velocity components at the chord line arc given by:- 
a2 
,- 
dE 
Cil n 7 ] 
=  2w- 
 
(x-E) 
--a 
and v (x) =  Lt  
axt 	 y-. 0 	 aT. 
a 2 yor..1 (oar,  
••:1- (x-E ) 2+y 2 
i.e. 	 v(x) 	 2  g - 	 :K.) sign y - 
Now the boundary conditiol for the wing section contour to be a 
streamline is given by: 
v(x)  
U 	 dx 
0 
and if the section ordinates are given by: 
yt = f(x) 
then from (.L.2.4.) and (A.2.5.) we easily obtain: 
0' (x) = 2U0 1'1 (x) 
(A.2. ) -. 
(A. 2. . 
u (x) 
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Thus equation (L. 2.2) maybe written in the form:- 
TiC)..0 	 1 
U 	 77- 
a 2 
Y (E)t 
-al 
	
(. (A. 2. 7) 
NOT 
Ytn 	
bC 	 n = 1. for -a 	 ro < 0 
a2 j1 ,.. R •n = 2. for o < 	 4 a (ti.2.8) 
a
n 
and on substituting for y, in (A.2.7.) we obtain: - 
2  
.) 
1 
en 
at the 
U(.2s) 
r's ^I 
) 
a 
] 
(A.2.1 
(A.2.11) 
(A.2.9) 
0) 
	
U - 	 7r- 
n= 
This expressicn (A.2.9.) may 
2 
2:.:) 	 . 	 (^•1 )2-n _ 
be integrated 
{17--E 2 	 14 
and yields 
( 	 51  
nn 	 seoh-1 x 
n 
U0 	 - 	 , 
T;-t 
- so that the total velocity 
q (x, 	 o) 
x2 
a
n
a 
chordline is given by. 
± U0 	 Tho 
To calculate the velocity at the wing surface, q(x,y), we note 
from ref.21. that the two integrals:. 
q(x, o)dx 
which give the values of the circulation round the aerofoil, must be 
equal. Hence it is plausible to assume that locally 
	
q(x,y)fdoe. 	 2 = q(x,o) clx 	 (A.2.12) 
so that the velocity at the surface is given by 
	
c(x,y) = ci(x,o) 	 q(x, o) 
.4)2 	 3:3x 	 (h.2.13) 
B
x 
= 1 4. 
2 .2 2' 
ah (an  ) 
n=1 for - al< x 6 o 
n 2 for os x4 a 
2 
2 2 b x 
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Thus on combining (A.2.10)„ (L.2.11), and (A.2.13), we obtain the followin,-
expression for the velocity distribution over the actual section:- 
q(2sar) = 1 [1 b 
U.., 	 U0  
 
(it 2 
-(-1)n x 
an sech -1 
4 
 x2 
— 
an 
a 
n 
(A. 2.14.) 
- in which: 
The calculation of the pressure coefficient is performed using the 
relationship: 
CP 
 (x,y) = 1 - [ (iSik:31)j2 "U.  (A.2.15.) 
A.2.2. The "Effective" `„pint; Section. Two Dimensional Case (Incompressible Flu,%. 
Referring to fig.15. we have in this case: 
-b Yt  
t
z 2 	
for a< 	 < a , for the rear ellipse (shown 
I E2 
 a2 - ""2 
32 
dotted), and for the trailing edge fairing 
= - tan a. 
so that 
a2 
a 
1 (A. 2.1 6. ) 
giving the necessary conditions for surface continuity. 
There are three domains of intigration to be considered in the evaluation of 
the perturbation component U(x) and we find on proceeding as in (L.2.1.) that 
1 
U(x)  = - b 
U 	 Ita 
E 	 E 	 b 	 E 	 a C 
	
- tana 	 d 
a 	 2 	 TC.-  
20 10.2 
(A.2.17) 
sech-1 l
n
. D 
2 
b 
a 
 (sink d 
7z a J. 
2,‘, 	 2 
a 
2 	 2 
(A.2.18.) 
2  1-4 
+ tan a. lnd x-1 
x-d 
   
9 
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The integral tenors in (A.2.17) may be evaluated and after some manipulation 
the following expression for ci(x,o) may be derived: 
- where D is given 
	
)( 
by:- 
2 2 a2 D = (1 + •\ 1 --
a2 	 -  
(1 x 	 x-2 	 a2 
e: 2 + 
2 "\ 
'2 J. 
alno the -velocity at the surface is given by (A.2.13.) vrith 
B
x 
= 
p
b2 x2 	 n = 1, for -at 	 x 
2 
n 2, for o 4 X < d 
'4 	 an2 (an  - x2) 
B
x 
= 	 11 + tan2 a for d < x< 1. 
B
x 
= 
	
for x_ 1. 
• and the pressure coefficient is calculated from (A.2.15.) 
The Inftnite Sheared 	 at Zero Incidence  (Actual & "Effective"Soctions) 
the vring of infinite span sheared by an angle A (the section remaining 
'ltered in the elirection of the undisturbed. stream) the undisturbed stream 
:•-.3 components Uo cos A and U0 sin A normal to and parallel to the leading 
respectively. Since the wing surface is a stream surface to the flow 
sin A Ivhich is consequently unaffected 1.py the wing thickness distribution, 
velocity perturbation will thus depend upon the streaming of the 
• :`'orient U0 cos A over the surface characterised by the ordinates Yi = f1 (x1 )• 
calculation procedure used in determining the velocity distributions for 
TM the actual end "effective" sections, each being respectively considered 
the strecarwrise section of a wing of infinite span, is identical in 
°iplo with that in paras A. 2.1. end A.2.2, the results obtained in this 
being as follows: 
qi(xl a Yi,) 
0 
[Cos A b 
sech-1 x T
•"—
x 2 
2 
\ n 
I 
B
x 
(-1)n 'x 
li 
2 
a
n 
1 
sech-1 x 	 b sin d 	 x 
2 
211 x 
2 
qi (xi 0) 
U0 
cos A 
w
be 
   
    
a wa 
2 	 2 
X - 1 
X - CP_ 
D 
• 
For the actual section we have:- 
Ithere in this case Bxi is given by: - (A. 2.19) 
    
1 
:Os2A (A.2.20) 
The total velocity at the wing surface is given by: 
 
2 q(X,y)._ 
	 qt ,t2 + sari A 
U 0 )• 
and the pressure coefficient by:- 
 
(A.2.21.) 
p 
(x
' 
 y) = 1 - 	 (x'Y)i 
For the "effective" section tine have:- 
(A. 2. 22. ) 
(A.2.23.) 
with q (x ,y t) Cp(x,y), determined using (A. 2.20) and (A..2.22). 
Uo 
The distributions of pressure Cp(x,y) calculated for the two sections mr,y 
be seen in fig.17. 
in which the bounL9nry conditions aro 
V
2 
= W
2 
= 0 
U2 , v2 = 
y2 = 0, U2 = 
=*" / u = 
(A.3.2) 
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ATTETDIX III 
A.3 The crioulation of the Steady State Three :Dimensional Eoundary 
Layer for the Sheared Wing of Infinite  Span by the irethed of Series 
A.3.1 The General Case  
Referring to the coordinate system Na yazi (see fig 14) we may, according 
to several authors (e.g. ref. 22), write down the equations of motion 
for the three dimensional boundary layer in the form 
au
2 	 2  
au 	
al-2 	 1 ap 
	
U --- + V --- + W--- 	 = — — -- + 
2 	 2 	 2 
ax 	 aye 
	
az2 	 P a; 
avr2 	 ay, v  
t ax  + 2 a, J2 
awe 
w2-6 za 
1 ap 
= 
p az 
2 
a W 
2 
V 
aye 
- (A.3.1) 
	
all 	 av2 	 aw- 
	
2 	 2 
	
ax 	 ay 	 az = 2 2 	 2 
a
2 
u 
a y2 
0 
Now for the sheared wing we have to close a;:proximation 
U2  = U2  (x2), 172 = 1% = constant 
1 	
dU2 
and = U2 ajc. P axe 
	 2 
so that the system of equations (A.3.1) may be reduced to 
	
au 	 a' 	 dU 	 al u 
	
2 	 2 
	
+ V — 	 = U ----• 4' V 
	
2 ax 2 ay 	 2 dx 	 2 
	
2 	 2 	 2 	 ay 
2 	 , 	 2 
	
aW 	 aw 	 a vi 
	
2 	 2 
U — + V —
, 
= 
	
2 ax 	 2ay 	 v 2 
	
2 	
a 3r2 
	
alai 	 av2 = 0 
ax + 3y 
	
2 	 2 
with the boundary conditions again az given by (A.3.2) 
(A.3.3) 
(A.3.4) 
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Ikvy the three dimensional boundary layer on a sheared wing at zero 
lift may be calculated in a similar way to that for a cylinder whose 
axis is at right angles to the main stream, by treating the chords se 
(normal to the leading edge) and spanwise flaw components separately. 
Such a procedure is assumed permissible since the equations for 
steady flow in the boundary layer (A.3.4) show no dependence upon z 
(ref.4). It is important however to note that in applying this 2 
principle of independence we are referring strictly to steady flow. 
In the case of disturbed flow, a dependence upon z is implicitly 
inferred in the equations of motion (ref. 16). 	 2  
Thus following the usual procedure we take 
U (x) 	 A 	 .x2n+1 	 n= 0,1 ,2,...m 
2 2 1  2n+1 2 
n=o 
and W2 = Wo.  constant 
and if the stream function is expressed in the form 
(A.3.5) 
    
(x2 ,3r2 ) Al A x f (n) 4A x3f (n) 1 2 1 	 3 2 3 (A.3.6) 
(A.3.6a) 
 
where 
 
then according to ref. 22 the velocity components u
2 2  
(x y2  ), 
V
2 
 (x2 y2  ) may be expressed as a Blasius' series, the flow being 
independent of z2 such that 
u (x2  ,y2) = A1 2  xe(n) + 4A 3 2 x3f1(77) 2   
V (X , 
	
2 2 y2) -- 7 - Tlii 1  [A  4 f i  ( 77) + 12 A 3 x2f 3(77) + 	  
A 
w2 (x2 2) 
=ro 
	
go (n) + e: X2g2(71) + 	  
4 
in which the prime denotes differentiation with respect to n, and the 
functions g p g , 	 , satisfy the differential equations 
o o 
g 	 f gl 	 0 
i 
g + f 	 - 2f ► g = -12f gi 
2 	 1 2 	 1 2 	 3 0 
(A.3.8) 
(A.3.7) 
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the boundary condition to be satisfied being 
n =o g
o 
-0, g2 =0. 
• 
n 	 g = 1. 	 g = 0. 0 	 a 
(A.3.9) 
Vow according to Pr. andtl (ref .19) the equation for g
o 
maybe solved by 
direct integration to yield 
 
f p 
0 
 
go (n) = 
-P an 
 
. 	 , 
f exP. [- 1 0 	 0 ,  
The functions f f3 .. fi , f3, ..., are extensively tabulated (refs. 
1, 7.22 for example whilst g , g , ..., may be found in refs. 20 and 22. (:) 	 2 
The problem of calculating the three dimensional boundary layer is there-
fore one of expressing the external velocity distribution (as given by 
theory or experiment) as the power series given by A.3.5. i.e. as 
m 
U(x ) = 	 A 	 x211+1 2 2 n=O 2n41 2 
- the summation having the upper bound m imposed by the at present somewhat 
restricted range of tal)ulated values for the functions g, g2, ..., and 
by the extent of mechanical work involved in performing the necessary 
computations in cases where the boundary layer is required over a consid-
erable distance from the stagnation line. If however we need only con-
cern ourselves with relatively short distances from the stagnation line 
then by a judicious choice of the expression for the above series, satis-
factory to the degree of accuracy required, the boundary layer may be 
readily calculated. 
A.3.2.  Application to the Particular Case. 
For the wing under consideration it can easily be shown that since the 
leading edge portion is of elliptic section (fig. if.) the distance along 
the wing surface (from the stagnation line at zero incidence) in a direc-
tion normal to the leading edge is given by an integral of the form 
x = b 
2 
4. n2 sin2 e . de 	 (A.3.11) 
 
• r 
  
n 2 
where n2 + [-Lt2 	 > 0 
;:hich is an incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind (written in 
Legendres notation) and which may be evaluated following a reduction of 
the integrant to a Jacobian elliptic function, i.e. by writing 
•••••••••• 
	
- 	 ^7-7' 7--  'vv. '"ftwerPfge, 	 o-r• 
- 
f do ]  dn (A.3.10) 
- 	 1,.M;0-diniiMs-260Vbe 
ui 
'X 	 b J 	 n2 sine O. dO = b k' j n d
2 
 u du. 
2 0 
- in the notation 
Thus we find x2  
X2 = b 
of ref. 	 18.. 
given by 
E(u ) 	 k2 sn u 
1 
cd u 
0 
0 < k < 1 
0< 	 < 
2 
the calculation being facilitated by reference to tables of the elliptic 
functions. The results obtained are shown in fig.18. 
We note in passing that the integrend of (A 3.11) could alternatively be 
expressed as a series in 0 using a Binomial expansion and x2 derived followie: 
a term by term integration, but the method offers no advantage in the 
circumstances. 
It is indeed evident that there is no simple way of analytically expressing 
U (x2) as a readily calculable function of x2 satisfying the form requirement,. 
of (A.3.5.) and so at the expense of accuracy we may approximate by reducirg 
the problem to one of mechanical curve fitting. 
The measured and calculated distributions of velocity over a section normal 
to the leading edge are shown in fig.19, the measured distribution being &elle: 
from the experimental results obtained for the mid semi span station. The 
agreement between theory and experiment is excellent so that we may expect tie. 
external streamline of the viscous flow case to approximate very closely in 
direction to that calculated for potential flow. (see fig.20) over the 
sheared wing of infinxte span. This leads to the observation that the 
external streamline is only curved to any significant extent for a very 
short distance along the wing surface (cf.pera,2.4.) and thus the secondary 
flow effects in which we are interested may be expected to achieve prime 
significance in a region of similar length (Ref.17). On the supposition 
that such a condition is true we note that for a very short distance along 
the loading edge both the experimental and theoretical distributions of 
velocity may be very accurately represented by an expression of the form 
U 2  (x 2)  sin wx2  Q 2 	 2 	 1 ( Tfl{)
3 
0 4 X2 < 2.5. 
	
U coed 	 5 = 	 5 	 -6 5 	 ..• 
(A3e  (see fig.19 for comparison), where x2 is quoted in dimensional form (inches) 
since we are only concerned with a particular case. 
Thus the external flow conditions may be expressed as 
1  A 	 X2 n+1 	 = 7;y_ 
/ 3 
X' 
2 	
11-\ 5 x5  2 	 • 
	
U
o 
 C0 ,11 	 2n+1 	 2 / 	 5 	 - -16 ( Y.) 	 170 	 ..f;) 
n-O 
(A.3. e; 
41•ZIA14.1•11ani.... • 
Cf: 
- J .> - 
so that 
A =7x U
o 
cos A 
3 
I  
1 U0 
 Uo cos A cossA 120 —  
(A.3.14) 
and hence the two components of interest in the boundary layer arc 
given by substituting for All 1.3, etc. into (A.3.7) 
The distribution of velocity calculated' on this basis together with the 
profiles Obtained by resolution on the co-ordinate system 	 44 of the 
external streamline, may be seen in Fig.21. They 
	 aiscdssion 
in para 2.6. 
APPEITIX IV  
The Three Dimensional Boundary Layer for the Potential Flow 
F2 (X.2) 
A X
m 
2 = U
o
cos A = 	 1 2 
A particular case of a laminar boundary layer flow which is amenable 
to analytical treatment is that associated with a potential velocity 
distribution of the type 
Q2 = U 2 
 (X 2) A,x2  
U cos A 
0 
where A and m are constants. 
	 (A.4.1) 
Such a distribution is a little more than just of academic interest 
in relation to the present work for we note that both Ai and m can be 
chosen to not only permit the calculation of the boundary layer (by the 
use of existing tables), but also to approximately represent the 
velocity distribution over the swept back wing at zero incidence. 
(See Fig.19) 
Since Q " xm , the velocity distributions at various positions (x2) 
maybe universally represented (Ref-22.) following the choice of 
suitable scaling factors for u , VI and 4; . The choice for three 2 	 2 dimonsionarflow being 
 
= 
jm+1 . U 
Y2 	 2 	 v )7,; 
 
(2%..k.2.) 
- with the velocity components given in the form 
- 56 
u 	 U cos AQ, f' (Ti ). 
2 	 0 	 2 	 1 
w 	 Td G) 
2 (A.4.3.) 
The differential equations of the boundary layer obtained for this type 
of flow have been studied by Hartrce (ref .31) and Cooke (rof.32.) who 
provided tables of the functions f' (n ) and G(TI ) for a range of values 
For m. 
1 Choosing A = 0.89 and m — 9 (which is convenient for our purpose), the 
calculated distributions of velocity in the boundary layer together with 
the profiles obtained by resolution on to the co-ordinate system C 4 
of the external streamline (calculated for Q = A x' ) may be seen in 
fig.22. 	 They are discussed in para. 2.6.3.2 
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TABLE I 
THE CHORDWISE LOCATION OF THE STATIC PRESSURE 
TAPPINGS IN THE SWEPT BACK HALF WING 
I Distance from the 
Hole number 	 leading edge along 	 Lc 070 * 
axis of 	 co  
1 
i 
 
• t,  
1 0 0 
la 0. 325 0. 378 
lb 0. 650 0. 756 
lc 0. 975 1. 135 
2 1. 3000 1. 512 
3 2. 6000 3. 03
4 5. 2 6. 04 
5 7. 8 9. 06 
6 10.4 12. 10 
7 13 15.12 
8 19.5 22. 70 
9 26 30. 25 
10 32.5 37. 80 
11 39 45. 40 
12 45.5 52. 90 
13 50.6 58. 80 
The reason for the numerically inconvenient values of x 
c
o 
is due to the distances along x as tabulated in the second 
column being referred, during the wing design stage, to the 
'effective' chord, and not to the actual chord as is here 
chosen. Thus for eya;.-kle hole number 10 corresponds to a 
chordwise position of 37.3 % x 86 = 25 % referred to the 
'effective chord'. 
	
130 
1 
la 
lb 
It 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 8
10 
11 
12 
13 
-0. 610 
+0, 047 
+0. 326 
+0. 453 
+0. 531 
+0. 510 
+0. 405 
+0, 335 
+0, 281 
+0. 243 
+0. 152 
+0. 091 
033 
-0. 013 
-0. 075 
-0.113 
-0. 455 
-1. 062 
-1. 241 
-1. 269 
-1. 175 
-0. 977 
-0, 792 
-0. 659 
-0. 597 
-0, 541 
-0. 469 
-0. 420 
-0, 392 
-0, 359 
-0. 367 
-0. 364 
-0, 290 
+0, 223 
40. 438 
+0. 503 
+0, 527 
+0. 4,71 
+0. 348 
+0. 282 
+0. 226 
+0.190 
+O. 104 
+0. 050 
-0, 001 
-0, 047 
-0. 107 
-0, 138 
+0, 298 
+0. 464 
+0. 487 
+0. 454 
+0. 406 
+0. 296 
+0, 168 
+0. 113 
+0, 068 
+0, 044 
-0. 024 
-0. 061 
-0. 099 
-0, 127 
-0. 173 
-0. 203 
+0. 485 
+0. 493 
+0. 428 
+0. 356 
+O. 279 
+O. 168 
+0. 053 
+0. 012 
-0. 019 
-0. 039 
-0, 089 
-O. 115 
-0. 149 
-0. 168 
-0. 206 
-0. 228 
-0. 086 
-0. 650 
-0. 827 
-0, 850 
-0. 874 
-0, 733 
-0.627 
-0. 532 
-0. 492 
-0. 451 
-0. 403 
-0. 371 
-0. 352 
-0. 334 
-0. 338 
-0.339 
+0, 224 
-0. 199 
-0. 432 
-0. 511 
-0. 539 
-0. 494 
-0. 457 
-0. 400 
-0, 381 
-0, 358 
-0. 333 
-0. 315 
-0. 308 
-0.299 
-0. 317 
-0. 323 
+0. 096 
+0, 308 
+0. 497 
+0. 499 
40. 467 
+0. 374 
+0. 243 
+0. 186 
+0. 134 
+0, 102 
+0. 026 
-0. 017 
-0 063 
-0. 099 
-0. 150 
-0. 173 
+0. 382 
+0. 108 
-0, 118 
-0. 247 
-0. 311 
-0. 322 
-O. 331 
-0, 299 
-0. 293 
-0.282 
-0. 278 
-0. 269 
-0. 271 
-0. 271 
-0. 291 
-0. 302 
+0, 524 
+0. 450 
+0. 316 
+0. 231 
+0. 138 
+0. 040 
-0. 058 
-0, 079 
-0.102 
-0, 112 
-0. 150 
-0. 163 
-0. 186 
-0. 206 
-0. 234 
-0, 255 
+0, 501 
+0. 338 
+0. 144 
+0. 025 
-0. 081 
-0.139 
-0, 196 
-0. 193 
-0. 200 
-0. 197 
-0. 214 
-0. 219 
-0 229 
-0. 238 
-O. 261 
-0. 277 
• •••• 	 • • 	 ' 
F
y 
f. 
TABLE U 
DISTRIBUTION OF STATIC PRESSURE OVER SWEPT BACK WING, REYNOL NUMBER RANGE 0.884 
- 1.915 x 10/ft. 
The suffix U denotes upper surface 
The suffix L denotes lower surface 
	
IMF- 	 ND. a 00 	
a . 40 a - 20 	 a • 60 	 . 	 a a a° 	 a • 100  = 
CP 	 CPpu 	
C 	 C
Pu 	
CPI, 	 C
Pu 	
CP 	 CP 	 CP 	 C 	 C P PL 	 L 	 PL 	
P 
L 
. 552 
	
1 	 +0. 473 	 +0. 463 	 +0. 337 	 +0. 333 	 +0. 182 	 4-0. 147 	 -0. 080 	 -0. 209 	 -0 	 -0. 642 -0. 949 
...0 425 
	 +0. 278 	 +0. 442 	 +0, 019 	 +0, 357 	 -0, 318 
	 +0, 233 
	 -0. 822 	 +0. 105 
-0. 2., 	 +0. 115 	 +0. 375 	 -0. 161 	 +0. 448 
	 -0. 101 	 +O. 436 
	 -O. 919 	 40, 344 	
-1. 297 	 40.119 
-1. 387 +0. 196 
it 	 +0. 183 	 -0. 080 	 40. 312 	 -0. 329 	 +0, 412 	 -0. 614 	 +0. 445 	 -1. 001 	 +0. 437 	 -1. 465 +0. 3 
	
2 	 +0. 124 	 -0, 092 	 +0. 276 	 -0. 336 	 +0. 393 	 -0. 583 	 +0. 943 	 -0.944 	 +0 
+0,
. 62 
432 
	 -1. 306 	
46980 
4 
	
3 	 -0. 005 	 -0. 180 	 +0. 150 	 -0. 379 	 +0. 273 	 -O. 569 	 +0. 349 	 -0. 835 -1. 098 	 +0. 467 
	
4 	 -0. 087 	 -0. 228 	 +0. 027 	 -0. 366 	 +0. 138 	 -0. 504 	 +0. 212 	 -0. 680 	 +0. 307 	 -0. 854 	 +0. 360 
	
5 	 -0. 154 	 -0. 265 	 -0. D38 	 -0. 385 	 +0. 044 	 -0. 496 	 +0. 116 	 -0. 635 	 +0. 209 	 -0. 67 470 	 +0, 265 
	
6 	 -0, 150' 	 -0. 247 	 -0.067 	 -0.339 	 +0.015 	 -0, 428 
	 +0,078 	 -0. 540 	 +0. 161 	
	 4	
4 O. 213 
	
7 	 -0.158 	 -0. 238 	 -0. 087 	 -0. 318 	 -0. 013 	 -0. 392 	 +0, 039 	 -0. 485 	 +0. 113 	 -0. 569 --0. 164 
	
B 	 -0. 190 	 -0. 249 	 -0. 141 	 -0. 300 	 -0. 087 	 -0. 348 	 -0. 044 	 -0. 416 	 +0. 016 
	
-0. 467 
 
+0. 056 
	
9 	 -0. 184 	 -0. 222 	 -0. 150 	 -0. 261 	 -0. 106 	 -0. 292 
	 -0. 078 	 -0. 339-0. -0, 029 	 380 	 +0. 002 
	
10 	 -0. 188 	 -0. 216 	 -0. 160 	 -0. 245 	 -0. 130 	 -0, 272 
	 -0, 104 
	 -0. 3020 
	 -0. 331 
	
11 	 -0. 186 	 -0. 20B 	 -0. 166 	 -0. 227 	 -0. 144 	 -0. 249 	 -0. 127 	 -0. 270 	
- 0. 06 03  
-0. 291 	
-0. 042 
:0 
	
12 	 -0, 205 	 -0, 217 	 -0. 185 	 D. 228 
	 D. 167 	 -0. 236 	 -0, 154 	 -0. 263 	 -0. 129 	 -0. 276 	
.0 . 10781 
	
13 	 -0. 212 	 -0. 223 	 -0.199 	 -0. 231 	 -0. 183 	 -0. 233 	 -0. 173 	 -0, 259-0. -0, 144 	 262 	 -0. 133 
	
1 	 +0. 391 	 +O. 478 	 +O. 415 	 +0. 340 	 +0, 211 	 +0, 150 	 -0. 050 	 -0, 228 	 -0. 528 	 -0. 675 	 -0. 934 
	
la 	 +0. 452 	 +0. 305 	 +0, 481 	 +0. 034 	 4-0, 422 	 -0. 306 	 +0. 326 	 -0. 825 	 +0. 131 	 -1. 304 	 4-0, 165 
	
lb 
	
+0. 304 	 +0. 11B 	 +0. 422 	 -0. 179 	 +0, 477 	 -0. 537 	 +U. 461 	 -0. 981 	 +0. 371 	 -1. 477 	 +0, 217 
	
lc 
	
+0. 199 	 -0. 032 	 +0. 340 	 -0, 337 	 4-0. 444 	 -0. 648 	 +0. 472 	 -1, 058 	 +0.466 	 -1, 556 	 +O. 42E1 
	
2 	 +0. 140 	 -0, 085 	 +0. 287 	 -0. 339 	 40. 413 	 -0. 588 	 +0. 472 	 -0.960 
	
+0. 513 	 -1. 330 
	
+O. 500 
	
3 	 +0. 026 	 -0. 159 	 +0. 166 	 -0. 367 	 +0. 298 	 -0.556 	 +0. 378 	 -0. 833 	 +0. 466 	 -1. 098 	 +0.500 
	
4 	 -0. 064 
	 -0. 209 	 +0. 052 	 -0. 365 	 +0, 166 	 -0. 501 	 +0. 243 	 -0. 693 	 +0. 347 	 -0. 877 	 +0. 401 
	
5 	 -O. 119 	 -0. 248 	 -0, 020 	 -0. 371 	 +0. 084 	 -0. 482 	 +0, 158 	 -0. 628 	 +0. 259 	 -0. 771 	 +0. 316 
	
6 	 -0.131 	 -0. 240 	 -0. 047 	 -0, 344 	 40. 047 	 -0, 439 	 +0. 114 	 -0. 560 	 +0. 209 	 -0.677 	 +0. 266 
	
7 	
-0. 144 	 -0, 23'/ 	 -0. OGG 	 -0. 328 	 +0. 015 	 -0. 408 	 +0, 078 	 -0. 514 	 +0.166 	 -0. 612 	 +0. 220 
	
8 	 -0, 183 	 -0. 242 	 -0. 121 	 -0. 318 	 -O. 054 	 -0. 382 	 -0. 003 	 -0. 452 	 +0. 071 
	 -0. 522 	 +0. 121. 
	
9 	
-0.190 	 -0. 234 	 -0.141 	 -0. 292 	 -0. 089 	 -0.338 	 -0. 043 	 -0. 395 	 4-0. 019 	 -0.446 
	 +0.061 
	
10 	 -0. 210 	 -0. 240 	 -0, 169 	 -0, 287 	 -0. 124 	 -0. 325 	 -0, 091 	 -0. 369 	 -0, 635 	 -0. 407 	 +0, 001 
	
11 	 -0. 212 	 -0, 231 	 -0. 178 	 -0. 272 	 -0. 145 	 -0. 208 	 -0. 113 	 -0, 328 	 -0. 039 	 -0. 358 	 -0. 038 
	
12 	
-0, 219 	 -0. 234 	 -0.197 	 -0. 269 	 -0. 167 	 -0, 286 	 -0. 149 
	 -0. 310 	 -0. 106 	 -0. 326 	 -0. 077 
	
13 	
-0. 243 	 -0. 260 	 -0, 221 	 -0. 279 	 -0. 200 	 -0. 295 	 -0. 181 	 -0, 314 	 -0. 149 	 -0. 323 	 -0.120 
TA BLE III 
MEASURED CHORDWISE LOADINGS CORRESPONDING TO TABLE II  
2° 	 a • 4° 	 a. 6° 	 a . 8°  10° • 	 a . 2° 	 a. 
 4° 	 a . 80 	 . 8° 	 a • 1 0° 	 c • 2° 	 a • 4° 	 a • 6° 	 a 	 8° 	 Cg• 100 
	
1 	 +O. 076 	 +0. 151 	 +0 226 	 +O. 343 	 +0. 307 
la 	 +0. 164 	 +0. 338 	 +0. 601 	 +0. 927 	 +1, 416 
lb 	 +0, 280 	 +0, 609 	 +0, 527 	 il, 263 	 +1. 583 
lo 	 +0. 392 	 +0. 741 	 +1.059 	 +1, 438 	 +1. 856 
	
2 	 +0. 369 	 +0, 728 	 +1. 031 	 +1, 426 	 +1. 774 
	
3 	 +0. 330 	 +0, 652 	 +0, 918 	 +1, 267 	 +1. 565 
	
4 	 +O. 255 	 +0, 504 	 +0, 715 	 +0. 988 	 +1. 214 
	
5 	 +0, 211 	 +0. 431 	 +0. 613 	 +0, 844 	 +1, 036 
	
6 	 +0. 176 	 +0. 354 	 +0. 506 	 +0, 701 	 +0. 557 
	
7 	 +0. 152 	 +0, 305 	 +0. 432 	 +0. 603 	 +0. 733 
	
8 	 +0, 105 	 +0. 212 	 +0. 304 	 +0. 432 	 +0, 523 
	
9 	 +0, 072 	 +0, 155 	 +0, 213 	 +0. 310 	 +0. 383 
	
1! 	 +0, 056 	 +0. 115 	 +0, 160 	 +0. 234 	 +0. 289 
	
11 	 +O. 042 	 +0. 083 	 +0. 122 	 +0. 178 	 +O. 220 
	
12 	 +0, 032 	 +0. 061 
	 +O. 082 
	
+0, 135 
	
+0, 168 
	
13 	 +0. 024 	 +0. 045 	 +0. 057 	 +0. 115 	 +0, 130 
	
+0. 063 
	 +0. 128 	 +0. 200 	 +0, 300 
	 +0, 259 
	
+0, 176 	 +0, 388 	 +0, 632 	 +0. 956 	 +1. 469 
	
+0, 304 	 +0, 656 
	 +0. 998 	 +1. 352 	 +1, 694 
	
+0, 372 	 + 0. 781 	 +1, 127 
	 +1. 524 	 +1. 984 
	
+0. 372 
	 +0, 752 	 +1. 060 	 +1, 474 	 +1. 830 
	
4-0. 325 
	 +0, 665 	 +0. 934 	 +1. 299 	 +1. 599 
	
+0. 261 
	 4-0, 531 
	 +0. 744 	 +1. 040 
	
+1, 278 
	
+0, 229 
	 +0. 454 
	 +0. 636 
	 +0, 867 
	 +1. 087 
	
+0. 193 	 +0. 391 
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FIG.35. THE POSITION OF BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION. 
